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On perusing the diaries of Mackenzie King,.
self - annointed leader aid most peculiar mdn

A Very Double Life: The Private World of Mackenzie

King, by C. P. Stacey, Macmillan, 256 pages, $10.95
cloth (ISBN 0-7705-1390-5).
By DAVID LEWIS ..
.-

IN THE 1930s and ’40s one heard mmuurs about Ki&‘s
fascination with’ spiritualism and the occult and one
shrugged. After all, his aclions were_so devious that Unnatural influences could not bk discounted. His interest in
and friendship with women, most of them married, was
public knowledge, but eve” Ottawa’s gossip mill did not
question the purity of these associations. Thus there were
polite whispers about the Liberal leader’s unlisual interests,
but there was no excitement.
.
What we learn from Dr. Stacey’s book, and,.fmm other
When one confronts

King’s consuming religiosity andprotestations ofdemocracy with his tinge,
of anti-Semitism and loving “admiration for
Hitler . . . one .begins to feel the comple#y of
the man.
sources, is that King laid out all in his diaries: his obsessive
preoccupation with the spirits of the dead and his priggish
struggles against his sexual impulses. It makes interesting _
but uncomfortable reading. The thought that such was the
ma” who achieved unparalleled political succe$s in Canada
is unnerving. When, in addition, one remembers that he
was excrutiatingly dull as a speaker, that his slatementswere usually ambiguous arid sometimes incomprehensible,
that he sermed to have no sense of hum&r, and that his
chubby figure was nondescript except for its sortorisl carrectness. one is ready to join King in his spiritualist explorations in search of the an&r. Then one remembers his
arresting blue eyes - restless, curious, and intense. They
proclaimed that somewhere in this man’s brain was lodged
intelligence and suength.
Dr. Stacey’s description of the relevant en&es in !he
diaries. and his.quotations from them, are absorbing. However. his attempts at explaining the phenomenon are not
convincing. The book gives us strange and bewildering insights into King the man, but they are scattered through the
volume. The author fails to knit them into apattem uniquely
related to the dominating character that was King, to the
incredibly successful politician and effective tidministratar.
Indeed, the author emphasizes mote than once that King.did
not allow “the spirits to influence him in matters of public
affairs.” If that is so, of what value is the book except as
entertainment?
I kept asking myself this question as I read the book. I am
not criticizing Dr. Stacey for having written it. I am not one.
of those who think it bad laste to expose the questionable
behaviuur of dead public figures. Having been in active
politics for many years, 1 tend to join the company of the

irreverent, particularly where people like Mackenzie Kmg
me concerned. But Dr. Stacey’s book falls short; it dues not
pose the questions that demaitd consideration, let alone
answer them.
Perhaps the answers are out of r&h; perhaps there are
many and conflicting answers. Perhaps the mind and spirit
of Mackenzie King were too complex to unravel; perhaps
I
they vere even tinged with a streak of madness. All of these
are possible and no doubt more. But 1 would have found the
book more satisfying had the author attempted sume inlellectual prpbing into the character that the diaries revealed.
But then Dr. Stacey is a historian, not a psychiatrist or
psychologist. He may well say .to people like me. “I have
collected the data for you, constntct your own hypotheses.“.
There are excerpts from the diaries lb shed an unplessant light on much of King’s behaviour. It is, for example,
uunmu” for many of us to accuse Liberals of acting ai‘if
God had assigned them, and them alone, to rule Cainada.
..
King apparently believed it as.far as he, himself, was eoncemed. When he was elected leader of the Liberal Party in
August; 1919. he wrote in hi dhuy, “1 thought: it is right,
it is the call of duty. I havesought nothing, it has come. It
has co& fmm God” (Stacey, page 157). The entry also
contained the usual references to the p-sence at his triumph
of his dead mother, father, and others, including, of cc+rse,
his rebel grandfather and Sir Wilfrid Laurier. But what i_nterested me particularly were the two short senten& just
quoted. They reveal a great deal abouttMr. King. ‘They
reveal his insecurity and consequent armgauce: his election
IO the leadership was “right”, it was “the call of duty.”
They show his instinctive tendency to prevaricate: he sought
nothing, the leadership just came. If ever there was a sanetimonious distortion. this is surely it. And, of.couise, iv
came from God. By the way, 1 do not believe that history
repeats itself, but as one watches,the present incumbent of
King’s office,_one wonders.
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Most people who watched King through the 1930s and
’40s and knew him a little, found it herd to Lie the man,
much as one may. have admired his political dexterity. We
did not have the bewildering evidence of the diaries but
there he was either disarmingly humble or irritatingly armgant but seldom quite honest. I recall the almost universal
approval of a description of King that was given a number
of sources (I heard it as coming from Churchill): “Here
comes King. oozing oil at every pore.” Unkind perhaps,
but right on. as they say nowadays. 1

When one confronts King’s consuming religiosity and
protestations of democracy with his tinge of anti-Semitism
and loving admiration for Hitler (before the war, of course),
one begins to feel the complexity of the man. Dr. Stacey’s
book increases our bewilderinent. It is too bad that King
kept the more intriguing aspects of his personalit_v .for the
privacy of his diaries. If he hadn’t, he might not .@ve won.
as many elections bdt how much more interesting it would
have been for his contempomries. 0

An insider assesses dn outsider’s report.
on how Camp and Clark made their contract
Wb-mers. Losers: The 1976 Tory Leadership Convention, by Patrick Brown, Robert Chodos, and Rae Marphy, James Lorimer and Company, 152 pages, $12,
cloth (ISBN 0.88862-105-l) and $3.95 paper (ISBN
O-88862-104-3).

By ALASTAIB-SWi%ENY
WHEN

t HEARD that three investigative reporters from Lost

Posr .- a veritable troika of Trotskyites - were goingtd do

an instant bobk on th< Tory Leadership Convention, 1 was.
to say the leasi, apprehensive. I had worked at the convention, and wrote press releases and @icy statements for one
of the candidates (Jim Gillies). I enjoyed the whole show
immensely - jhe evolutionary cataclysm of it all - and
didn’t particularly relish the though1 of Brown, Chodos,
and Mumhy pricking and deflating my blue balloon of
happiness. _
_
Marvellous to behold, the authors have produced a fastpaced. literate blow-by-blow account of the convention that
is asdelight to read. One can blame them for.sometimes
lapsing into condescension and sentimentality _ and the
requisite reference to blessed martyr Salvador Allende -I
but on the whole they write with wit and insight and eyes
wide open. not only about the candidates and their patch-’
work policies. but mom importantly about the voting delegates, those loose fish everyone was trying to catch.
Some of their vignettes are priceless - the pqor print
journalists huddled around television sets bleating “Whaddya hear?” to each other; the description of Flora
MacDonald’s camp as “the Waffle with its act together” and their conclusions as to the wheeling and.dealing that
cent on.are not too far off base. They acknowledge right
away that “as outsiders we had many advantages. One was
that we were not privy to ,the misinformation, baseless
rumours, and outright lies that political insiders confide in
each other.” Unfortunately this stance sometimes leads
them into trouble, as when they conclude: “SO we didn’t
have the inside story of what was going on in Ottawa, but
then neither did Brian Mulroney.” Balderdash! Mulroney
knew exactly what .was going on, fcom beginning to end.
The authors’ failure to pin down Mulmney’s mle is the
chief tlaw in the book. If they had concentrated on the tight
between the two factions of the party, between the Big Blue
4 Books in Canada, June. 1078
I

Machine (BBM), Dalton Camp, and Mulroney’s Lava1
Mafia on one hand, and the old followers of Dief, the
Chateau Cabinet and Claude Wagner on the othq, they
might have pulled it together. When they suggest that
“Camp should be believed that he himself has very little
influence on the Conservative Party,” they make their first
big mistake, even allowing for the fact that “Camp has now
become a generic term,” a symbol for moderate ConserMtism. What the authors really needed was a “Deep
Thmat” 10 tell them what was going on. In fact, “Deep

ThroaV’ did surface in lhe months before Ihe convenlion..
His name is Peter White; although he had organized for’
Claude Wagner, he was ‘one of Mulroney’s pals, and the _

informalion he leaked regarding Wagner and lhe GeorgeElienne Cartier Fund effectively scuuled Claude Wagner’s
leadership chances, and allowed Joe Qerk IO squeak in with
the narmwcsl of margins.
The aulhon do make a fair slab at deciphering the byzanline Iabyrinlh of infoimarion that faced them. ConAder the
following litlle delight:
While alone WII snanp enough. bul ibe Mulmnsy ranks were also
swelled by Riibxd B. tioldcn md Robeti Y. MaeGqwr. Holden.
who prosecuted Consumer ANairs Mbds~er Andti Ouellet for eonlempl ofcam. law launched what became ‘Ike Affair of the Judges’
by leiikiy I&rs wriI1cn by his former law pnner Judge Kenneth
Mackay, who complained 10 JusdFs Minirler Ron Basford Ihal Holden hadn’t been pid. and threw in a few allegadonr of minislsial
hanky-panky:
H@ltis client. MacGregor. owns a travel agency called MacG~cgor Travel. whose questionable duling with Aii Canada were ex.posed by Elmer MacKay. who nominaled V&gnu at the conwmian.

.

obvious a year ago that unless somebody cut into
Wagner’s unanimity in Quebec, he would enler the convenIt WBS

the authors rejzlly needed was a “Deep
Throat” to tell them what was going on. fn.t”cf,
“Deep Throat” did surface in the months before
the convention. His name is.. . .
What

lion with an unhealable core of sliength. Enter Brian Mulmney, his r&on S&e $0 chop whal could have been a
tirsl-ballot margin for Wagner of as many as 750 voles
(aboul three-fifths of what was needed IO win) into one of
53 1 voles.
As il was. the first ballol was incredibly close. The
BBM/Camp/Qval Mafia side (Clark, Mulmney,. MacDonald. Stevens, Fraser. Giliies, Grafftey) totalled 1,277
votes; the Chief/Chateau cabinet/Ckwde side (Wagner,
Homer, Hellyer. Nowlan) managed to gel 1,083. for a
194-vote difference, but a real spread of only 98 voles,
which if they went to Wagner, would have given hi the viclory. Clark had the best potential for growth, and doubled his vole on rhe second ballot when Stevens, Gillies,
and Grafhey went over IO his slide. The third ballot was a
cliffhanger - 1,003 for Wagner. 969 for Clark, 369 for
Mulmney. How many Mulmney supporlers ould go bver
IO Wagner? Claude Dupias, president of the F uebec wing,
did-either that or be finished in the province -but onlv
one third of the Mulroney supports followed suit. If one

I

half of them had gone over, Wagner would have won.
i’ii~~crs. Losers fails in not recognizing, how Dalton
Camp. master bridge player, just barely made his contracl.
If lhe aulhors had grasped Camp’s brilliance in being able IO
catch a lot of differenl fish wilh varialions of lhe same lure,
ot by casting the widesl possible net, they would have seen

the authors had grasped Camp’s brilliunte in
being able to catch a lot of diffreht fish with
variations of the same lure . . . thtiy would have
seen that there wlls something for everyone in
the team that coalesced around Joe Clark.

u

that there was something for everyone in the team that
coalesced smund Joe Clark. If you wanred a brilliant
June.
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ecotiomisl. you go1 Jim Gillies; a Bay Streer hoc-shot,
Sinclair Stevens: a bilingual Kennedy, Brian Mulmney;.
an earthy compassionate WCIM~N, Flora MacDonald; a
law and order man, John Fraser. PoI all those image-lures
together and you catch a lot of fish; or, (0 mix metaphors,
make a lot of tricks.
If Dolton Camp had been more visible, Wagner might
have polled it off. But the Chief/Chateau cabinet/Claude
side was seriously divided, poorly organized, and motivalld
chiefly by a desire to wreak vengeance on Camp. II wasn’t
enough. and the delegates recognized this. Anolher aspecl
of whai should be $led the Camp victory was the defection
of a lot of Hellyer and Homer supporters to Clark, when
they were supposed IO go to Wagner.

The convention itself is Ihe hero of Bmwn, Chodds and
Murphy’s story. Having feasted, like the authors, on
Mulmney’s chowder, Plora’s pancakes, and Nowlan’s apples, my brow under one of Hellyer’s excellent-quality
straw hats, I have to agree with the woman from Rimouski,
quoled in Winners. Lasers. that it was ‘?m tabarnakde bon
parry.”

Although David Lloyd,‘$ photos and Terry Mosher’s cartoons add greatly 10 the aulhors’ ~erspecIive. I think 1
should obje.cI to Masher’s ugly pbrtrait of Flora Macdottald,
and his insulting cartoon of Jack Homer, who is portrayid _
wearing.cowboy booIs faintly emblazoned with Ihe. Nazi
eagle and swastika. This is a preIIy cheap shot and mars whal
is otherwise a fine book about a greaI political event. 0
i

If the truth cdn make us free, wiII
exaggerated tru$ make us freer?
night in Montreal; a gang-rape of an Indian girl in Saskatch$ ewatt: a personal anecdote about the War Measures AcI.
The to&s differ, but the texture is identical: we think we .
are a classless society but we are no1 (John Poner); we think
we are non-colonialisIs. but we are not (Canadian banks in
B y R I C H A R D G,vN
the West Indies); we think we are Iolerant, but we are not
(our attiludes ioward Indians, ethnics, immigrants).
ntts mvttw comes in IWO parts. The bad news is that Blrf
Okay, okay, okay. You have 8’ point, Walter, bu1 you
NOJ in Canada is a bad book. Although lively and wellhave exaggerated iI, and you haven? proved h. Canadians
wi11m. it is also Ihio and unmnvincipg. The good news is
are insufferably smog, but are still unsmug enough to know
that Stewart is what he is, ad insisten reminder.,of what
it. Alti. because of luck, keography, history, and other
good journalism is all about - caring, and the ability to
accidents we really do have some things IO be smog aboa.
wmmunicate IO others that sense of coring.
Stewart provides no international bomparisons and so esThe problem wilh But h’or in Canada is that it isn’t really
capes the need IO admit IhaI our home-made TV programs
a book. Like Stew&s oIher books, Shrug (Trudeau as
elitist), Divide and Con (nqtional elections as anexercise in
are almosI innocent of violence; IhaI the same government
- where else would it happen? that imposed the War
pandering to regionalism), and Hard to Swallmv (lhe food
Measures ACI provided a job for Pierre VallBres, the intelindustry as rip-off), his IaIest is a magazine atiicle padded
lectual architect of the FLQ terrorisIs; that our foreign-aid
out so that iI fills all the’space in between hard covers.‘The
program is applauded by just about everyoneexcept Canaprocess, and this is the pity, turns a fiat-rate magazine
:
dians; IhaI our imlnigration laws for all their flaws, are less
article into a second-race book.
discriminatory than anyone else’s.
Although Btrf Nor in Canada almost reaches Ihe magic
This lack of perspective makes it too easy to put down
mark of 300 pages, all you need to do IO get its message is
But Nor in Canada in the middle, as I did until I forced
lo read the firs1 and last chapters (a total ofjust IO pages), in
myself to plough on IO the end in order to be able to write a
which Stewart states his thesis (“Smugness has become a
review’lhal was “fair.”
Stewart of course isn’t fair. He combines two qualities
Canadians are insufferably smug, but are still
that reinforce each olher. First, he is a superb journalist.
unsmug enough to know it. Also, because of
Everyone wants to be an “ittvestigaIive .mporIer” these
luck, geography, history, and other accidents, we
days, but Ihe talenls demanded are rare: energy, boIh exploreally do haw something to be smug about.
sive and long-winded; an ability to empathize with indi1 viduals so that they open up; bat also the ability when .
necessary IO bully information out of them; an absolute
national religion, a national disgrace”) and re-states iI (“It
refusal Io accept defeat; ao un&rstanding of how Ihe system I
is a dangerous myth because it blinds us IO the reality &
actually works and how, therefore, decisions acmally are
face in the coming decade”). and then I O pick any IWO or
made; and ao eye for the revealing detail amid a mass of
three of the chapters in between. In the& chapters Stewart
information Ihat’s otherwise sIodgy and innocent (most insets OUI his evidence that Canadians have nothing I O be
smog about. AI rimes the writing sparkles: “We are smttg&e scoops sIart from published information Ihat mosI reporters are too lazy to read). Good legs, in other words. and
ger than a Baptist minister wilh his hands op the-keys to
a keen, inquisilive mind. Also, an ability IO write, not wilh
every liquor closet and chastity belt in town.” Stewart pmsents hi evidence in persuasive, you-an-there detail:
literary grace but in short, declarative sentences that leave
Canadian riots. from V-Day in Halifax IO Maurice Richard
no doubt abouI Iheir meaning: “While the Americans walBut Not in Canada, by Walter Stewart, Macmillan,
255 pages, $10.95 cloth QSBN O-7705-1386-7).
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low in guilt and se!f-doubt, we bubble wilh joy and selfThank Gqd, we say, for our British traditions
and innare Canadian decency.”
Stewan’s other quality - one Iha! has madk him nor a
journalistic super-slam like Peler Newman or Pierre Benon
bul a role-model in a profession permeated by superficialhy,
cynicism and. it hardly needs IO be said, smugness - is that
he is a believer. Belief these days is as out of fashion as
early 1960s liberalism or late ’60s radicalism. The Company of Young Canadians died the other day, and no one
I
even noticed.
Stewart isn’r so much the Last Angry Man (mostly, angry
righleousness.

people am choleric dat the worI$ hasn’t recognized their
talents) as the Las1 Believer. He believes, if not in the

perfeaibilily of man, in the perfeclibility of man’s inairutions. He also belieyes that the truth shall se1 us free.
In Ihe 19th century, lewarl would have been a pnmphlereer. Today, he is in fact taming oul polilical Iracls. but
he pa&ages them with all ihe skills of a firm-rate joumalisl.
Readable oulrage is his formula.
To watch Stewart performing ‘at the top of his form, you
have IO turn IO the October 6, 1975. issue of Maclean’s. R
conlained two 3,000~word’articles by him. One was on
Vice-President Nelsbn Rockefeller, who earns, from the
f&mily fortune, “$535.32 an how for every hour of his
life,” who is a compulsive flesh-pres%~, (“The hands are
pumping. to right and left, @owing off waves so hearty
lhey ripple through th2 tables and camm off the diners”),
and who is throwing his “liberal” image as far away as he
can pilch it (“A few carping crilics may complain that,
within three miles of where we ax sitting, stand over-

crowded, rat-infesled shacks”). The other article was one
of the fines1 pieces that Stev+has done. II analyzed, in the
.-sort df d&l that leaves no room for debate, the record of
the Unity Bank, an inslituiion that probably few people
have heard of, bul which gal its charter, which is pretty.
much a charter IO print money, on a promise to involve

Canadians “of many ethnic origins in every facet of its
affairs” and 10 have a “strong social commitment” to Ihe
counlry’s underdeveloped regions.
Charter in hand, Unily Bank has done no such things. II
has become just another bank, making a lo1 of money - 81
least for hs founders, one-of whom pal up $50,000 in return
In Ihe 19tK century, Stewart would have b2en a
pamphleteer. Today, he is in fact turning out
polstcal &acts, but he packages them with all the
skills of @r&rate joumalist. .
for $500,000 woith of shares, which is even bewr than
Senator Guigere managed with Sky Shops. “Unity is no1
Ihe bank thst was described before Parliament,” concludes
SleWarl, “and nobody in charge appears either to know or
10 care.”
Srewarl does care-abom the Unhy Bank, about Rockefeller, abou food industry rip-offs. about our smugness: He
wants us IO know about them. He believes that if we do
know we will do somelhing. Maybe Stetian’s expectations
are too high, but thank God be is what he is - a believer
who can wile. and who can dig; 0

/

GREAT .NEWS FOR BOOKSELLERS !
FROM THE SCHOLASTIC KIDSHELF
“Is It avellsble b paperback+’ is lbe qcaatlcn beInS askad
mere and mcra fraquenlly by bockstora custcmem when they
an? shopplng Icr children’s books. Secauae lively, cclcurful
hardcc&b&-at a Iractlcn of Ihe ccat,
SCHOLASTIC has long been a leaderin thedevelopment of
first-class paperbacks for ChIldran. That Is whys can now
boast one 01 the largest selections of children’s paperbacks
availablel
To batter acquaint booksellers with thlsoutatandlng lineof
children’s books. SCHOLASTIC has Introduced the
SCHOLASTIC KIDSHELF. The first KIDSHELF malllng. sent
cut last month, features a SPECIAL MRODUCTOAY DISCOUNTFOR BOOKSELLERScnasalectionofour beatselli~g
titles.
Wlth all orders oi $5O.Wor more. SCHOl&TlCwill also
prcvlde on request a FREE KIDSHELF DISPLAY CASE, a
sturdy, cardboard merchandlaer that helps you create a lh’ely
children’s comer In any part of your store. .
EvenItvcu~enevercanledchlldren’s
bccksbetcre.whvnct
glvethemstry7Foraverymodestlnveslmontycucan~tcc~the
best In Canadian books. . . plctcm-atcry books. . . readaloud titles. . . ctaa?ks . . . mysteries and adventwas. . .
juveniles and teenage readlng. . . and morel

WATCH FOR SPECIAL KIDSHELF DISCOUNTS AT8 THE CBA CONVENTION!
Scholastic Book Services, 123 Newkirk Road, ‘Richmond iill, Ontario.
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\X/ant ,to run d book shop? Here’s what’s in store
on the t&--da, on the Prai~ies,,and in the city core,
By BEVERLY SLOPRN
ARE TWO proverbial sayings about bookstoresas cultural barometers: you can judge a community !y the quality
of its bookstores; and a city usually gets the bookstores it,
deserves. In Canada the presence and health of book shops
arc especially telling. Given the vast distances, sparse popolation. and the hundreds of thousands of books in print in
English every year. Canada has to be the tougheit book
market in the world _ outside of Senegambia, which they
say is tougher.
Yet Canada supports three major bookstore chains which
are. steadily adding posh-pins to their maps’of store locations and a couple of hundred independent book shops.
Once bookstores were almost exclusively adornments of
Canada’s major cities, but recently a few brave pioneers
have been inching out to the settlements of the mountains,
the Prairies, the wild coasts, and even the tundra.
Two jears ago, Norm Lewis took over an ailing bookstore in Yellowknife, combined it with an ailing stationery
business, called it Norm’s Territorial Book and Stationery
Limited, and is beginning to make a go of it. Stationery still
outsells books two to one in his busy shop, where he employs two full-time and two part-timk staff. When school is
out t7nd the library is closed, the store is crowded with kids
thumbing the picture books - embryonic book-buyers al
best.
Norm, 39, the son of a bookseller in Builth Wells,
Wales. settled in Yellowknife in 1970. His tr&ine had
THERE

in the steel industry near Swansea. After l& marriage broke
up, he joined two friends, both engineers, in Yillowknife.
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At first he worked for the Territorial government as a library
clerk, then Joined Manpower as a counsellor.
In April, 1974, he opened his book shop in the threeblock strip on Franklfo Avenue that serves as Yellowknife’s
downtown. Nearby is La Gondola Restaurant and Bar,
across ‘the street is the Yellowknife Inn. and up the block
are the Kentucky-fried chicken and hamburger driveiins
of your average suburban plaza_ On the horizon are the
haunting siIhouette$ of the two gold mines, newly active in
the 1970s version of the gold-rush.
At the outset, Norm ordered in a good supply of Penguin ,,.
paperback classics and anearly comprehensive list of northern books. He also made space for Canadian wdting and
children’s literature.
Given the myths of the north, one would like 10 imagine
colourful sourdoughs stocking up on the w5rks of Proust to
be read by the flicker of the oil lamp; but .+a1 is more
fantasy than fact. Norm d& a brisk mail-order business.
However, his customers in the north&n settlements tend to
order instructional books, while his far-flung costomers on
the “outside” (that is, south of the 60th parallel) eagerly
aider from his catalogue of northern books. One might also
imagine that the local citizens cherish Norm most doring.the
black, icy winters. but that is the time business is slowest.,,,
The community is so relentlessly organized that people have
no time for reading, what with curling, movies in the highschool gym, clubs such as the Daoghtux of the Midnight
Sun. and a little theatre group. Norm himself has just
finished p1aying.a town crier in a Victor Herbert musical.
It’s during the summer, when visitors pass through town
.
and the son shines all night long, that Norm sells the moSt
books. Bookselling on the frontier presents practical pmblems,
namely pbstal service and shipping. Both are expensive
and, at times, impossible. Twice a year during the thaw and
freeze-up. Yellowknife is cut off l&m overland mutes and a
postal strike can mean exorbitant air charges. Norm also has
20 to 50 special orders a day for coatomers wanting titles he
doesn’t have in stock, and the publishers’ methods of filling
them are intensely frustrating.
Commenting on the low.turn-over in C,aadian books and
children’s literature, Norm remarks with some bitterness:
“Yellowknife really doesn’t deserve a good bookstore.”
But on a more positive note he adds that in two years
business has tripled over the sales of the previous owners.
And he is seeking ways to make the operation even more
secure. As a sideline, he is. supplying the racks at the airport
and the Explorer Hotel, and he talks about a possible expansion to Calgary to heIp service Yellowknife more
efficiently.
The permafrost is a’toogh terrain for the flowering of
literature. It’s the Barrens.
To expand sales and reduce costs proportionately, some
Canafian entrepreneurs have preferred to string a bunch of
.
skves together in a chain. The two big chiefs of the Canadian book-chain business are Jack Cole of Coles’and Louis
Melzack of Classic Book Shops. Both men started as-deal_

1
_,

GENERAL EDITOR: ROLP KALlliAN
VOLUMES 1, 2,s and 4 - $53.00 set includes 81 illust&ed plays in hardcover, 8-l/2 by.11 format
Each author is also available individually in an illustrated paper edition
A teacher’s aid for Volumes 1, 2, and 3 entitled “CURRICULUM COMMENTS” is a&able free.’
‘6 . . the?, rcpnscnt a diversity of themes, many coming directly from regional Canadian environment both. h&on&d and contempomry . . . they skould be aoeilable in euery Canndinn librmy. ”
Hmy.Boyle, Canadian Radio-Television Commiwion~ Ottawo, Ontario

WE U.WE YCl’U...

LKXWN~~
VOLUME8 1 2 ana 3 - S15.95 boxed set of 9 illustrated hardcover volu~er, 8-l/2 by 11 format
Each volume is also available in an illustrated paper edition at $3.95 each
‘. . . . Rolf Kahnan’s infotrrdtion witk Toronto continues to take e piemzntly tan@‘ble form.”
William Frenck, Globe &broil, Toronto
I’M !+3UmlL. Emmm
by Chava Kntinta, 280 pages, $9.95 hardcover
6.
the most poignant and compelling story of the holocaust Since ‘Tke Diary of Anne Fmnk: ”
~William French, Globe & bW Toronto

‘81iiE

TREEHT&3

by Helen Duncan, 272 pages, $9.95 &irdcover
,a. . . a sensitieeportrayolef childhood, its joys andgriefi . . . writgen with great skill and perception. ”
Yvonne Crittenden, The Sunday Sun, Toronto
a au5xJ~ a! !?rlLwSEB
by Larry Reynolds, 216 pages, $8.95 hardcover
“.g ComQelbizgandeen~emoodpervades . . Reynolds’story caQtures tire reader. . . a worthy debut”
D. Reid.Powell, Quill t3 Qutie, Toronto
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ers in second-hand books and both are ardenr bibliophiles
I who have assembled impressive colleclions of early Cana-

ORIENTAL RUGS

ORIENTAL RUGS FRQM
GANADIAN CQLJXCTIONS

dian books and manuscripts. Their style of bookselling has
been divergem, but there am signs that they may be moving
closer together. Jack Cole. who presides over a public company that operates more than 120 stores in Canada and Ihe
U.S., introduced rhe supermarket approach to bookselling.
Melzack, whose company has 53 stores in Canada and two
in New York. beli:ves that “a bookstore should be more
like a private library than asupermarket.”
Yet chain stores and private libraries share few artributes.
Melzack himself poses the question: “How can a chain
store be a chain and still be a book shop? That’s one of our
problems. We have m-impose certain disciplines and still
try no, 10 dcstioy Ihe valqa of the personal bookshop.”
However, 10 tbe Classic Book Shops, Melzack has added
n separate “sale annex” featuring remaindered and reprinted books. The annex looks more like a supermarket
than a private library.
In Ihe Classiiz Book Shops. the guidelines are set a1 head
office but muchhepends on the knowledge and style of the
branch manager. In Winnipeg, Classic’s Portage Avenue
outlet in the busy six-block stretqh between Eaton’s and the
Bay store is managed by David Judge who also oversees
three other Classic stores in the city. Judge has been selling
books since he was I5 years old, and has been, with the
Classic chain since his arrival from England in 1959. He
began in Montreal, refused several offers of a transfer to
Toronto, and then in 1969 asked to be posted 10 Winnipeg
whti.the company was opening the 6rs.r of its branches in
Ihe city.
Centralization to a branch manager in a chain usually
meabs that all the buying of new books is done elsewhere,
in this case from Classio’s Toronto warehouse. Publishers’
salesmen come to call but the person fawned upon. courted,
afid sometim<s harassed by the publisher’s reps with the

erl: Roger F. Gardiner, Fine Arts Librarian, Uni-

:rriry of Western Omario. Analysis: Max Allen,
orator. Canadian Museum of Carpers and Textiles.
aomgraphs: Pew MacCallum.
rear crafismansir‘p and arristry have always been
rished on orienral rugs. They have, in other rimes
rd pIaCes. often achieyed the grandeur and smfus of
onumemal art and were the prized possessions of
shops and kings. Ar the wrn of the century they
Ild at a par with rhe finest paintings of the great
asters with prices in excess of S100.000. Sitice Black
riday. 1929, interest is only now rewrning and signs
:a full rebirth are eiridem.
0 If grear interest IO the connoisseur, rhis book is being
U: led in conjunction with an exhibition of rugs IOUTin16 Canada in 1976-77. Eigluy rugs are featured.
E:ach has a full-page illustration, some in colour, and
a, 1 analysis wirh inreresring historical and comprati! rc malerial.
r. Ulrich Schurmann, author of four special&
,oks on rugs. has wrirren the Foreword. The book

mlains a map of the regions. an extensive glossary
Id bibliography.
76 pager, soft cover. S7.95; hard cover.
. . $17.95

MANNES Publications Limited
lox 6209 Stn-A 0 Toronlo M5W lP6
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bulging sample cases are the buyers at head office. Onlya
few publishers send branch staff personal “reading” copies
the clever ones; they
of a book. But those publishers
know that head office may buy bur
II s the branch staff who
sell.
Chain stores ale subject to the scrutiny of cost acfo~atants who establish standards of sales performanti per

,

.
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square foot or who like to turn over inventory six times a
year. But turn-over alone doesn’t make a book shop. Melzack says he doesn’t LiXe to carry Yarlequin romances or
bloody murder stories, but has accepted compromise. ‘“In
airports! they want bloody murder stories,” he says. “At
the same time, we have a ‘must carry’ list,that includes
poetry. azt books, certain basic books an,d a large Canadian
section. If a book sells only one copy a year but I feel it
should be rhere, it’s there.”
While head oflice determines the basic sfock, Classic
managers cho&e books of local interest ind influence reorders. Judge says his branch does a fair business in special
orders and services institutional accounts. He also carries
more technical and business books and a wider variety of
ticdon than the suburban bmnch ‘in order to accommodale
the customers in the downtown area. It is his policy to be
helpful, even if it means letting parents and children use the
wasbroom. “I’m not fond of the supermarket approach,”
says Judge. ‘*Nothing gives me more satisfaction than putting the right book in the right hands.” \
His own interests include 17th~century naval history,
gardening. carpentry, and camping books, and children’s
books, which he tries out on hiS two sons, ages 11 and 13.
Nothing irks booksellers more than the notion that they
sit around all day reading books. Not a chance. But David
Judge pays his job the highest tribute: “1 am happy to go to
work in the morning.”
If Jack Cole were to have just one bookstore instead of
100 bookstores, he says that he would want one just like
Britnell’s. The family store was founded by Albea Britnell
in 1893 near the midto& Toronto nexus of Bloor and
Yonge. It was then passed to Albert’s son Roy and now is
owned by Roy’s son Barry. It is a venerableToronto institntion thal has grown comfortably old while the surrounding
area has grown abrasively new. sprouting high-rise cliffs
that emphasize Britnell’s small-scale dignity.
*
Britnell’s is a book person’s book shop. It has worn
wooden shelving, the smell of decades of paper, and a
marvellous range of titles. Britnell’s employs a dozen
saleswomen full-time and five part-time, each of whom are
assigned a special area. The staff lunch room is equipped
with the “tools of the.trade” - Quill and Quire, Publisfwrs Weekly and the New York Times Rook Review.
Twelve of the employees are given a subscription of the
Times Book Review, which is mailed to their home. “You
can’t read on the floor”, explaini Barry Britnell.
The hallmark of Britnell’s is persoital service and special
ordering of books not carried in its extensive stock. The
clientele such service attracts .is varied. To be - there are
the tweedy, turtle-necked academics; but there are ,also the
Rosedale matmns (a few of whom arrive in chauffeurdriven limousines) and the denim crowd, some with babies
swapped to their backs. The Britnell salesladies have stood
by mutely while mothers nursed infants orchanged diapers
on the counter.
Several bqokstores can boast of the occasional celebrity
who wanders id. Norm Lewis received John Wayne, just
passing through. and Mordecai Richler. David Judge has
served JosC Ferrer who was visiting Winnipeg. But at
Britnell’s some of the regular customers are Nonhmp Frye,
Marshall McLuhsn, Irving Layton, Wayne & Shuster,
Robertson Davies, Stephen Lewis, and Morton Shu!man.
The joy of running a personal book shop - and the
reason lack Cole fantasizes about owning one - is contact
with the customers and the chance to indulge in literary and
trade gossip. Imnically, Barry Britnell hasn’t bad time in

years to work on the floor. Britnell’s’is a surprisingly large
organization. In addition to the large sales staff, another
dozen people work behind the scenes in a vast room with
desks, typeweters, filing cabinets, and calculators. Even
the ordering became too much for one person to handle and
now is divided among four people; including Barry. He
estimates that they send out I.500 to 2,000 statements each
month to charge-account customers and some days, especially in the frantic pm-Christmas period, they take in BS
many as 200’special orders.
Barry had not planned to go into the business of his father
and gmndfather. He was in second-year commerce and
finance at the UniJersity of Toronto in 1956 and thinking of
a teaching career when Roy suffered a hean attack. The
choice was to liquidate or ro join his father. Despite a recent
stroke, Roy still works five or six hours a day.
‘:The greatest pleasure is feeling that y’ou are in touch
with so many things that are happeni?g’in the world of
literature,” says Barry. “But the problem is tbat it is
superficial knowledge -. mbre often from publishers
blurbs, reviews, and hastily skimmed, partly read books.”
Bookselling has given the world very few millionaires.
‘At the same time, it has made many men paupers. Such is
the fiscal image of bookselling.that one’ man who went to
the bank to borrow money to buy ? book shop was advised
by a Kendly bink official to state that the loan was for a
grand piano. In case of default, a grand piano was considered a much better ri&; it could be easily repossessed. But
there are few book-lovers who haven’t flitied with the notion of owning a bookstore-one that iomewhat resembles
th.eir idea of a private library, before the con@nts of business and the necessiiy of cash-flow take over. 0
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Down .amo& the
coffee-stain set

By PAUL STUBWE
htw in the black raincoat hoveis over the “Occult”
section, moving his lips in time to some private communication from the rows of neatly shelved books. Gaunl hands
emerge from crinkled pockets and take.down a fat volume
on werewol\pes. while an anticipatory but hardly reassuring
smile provokes thoughts of madness and mayhem behind
my flimsy barricade of desk qnd newspaper. No, that’s
really silly: if my customers were that susceptible lo the
books they peruse, browsers among the Elizabethan drama
texts would have drawn and duanered me long ago. Still.
his features are rather wolfish . . aha, he’s coming toward
me. “May 1 help you?”
“Yes. I’ve discovered a book I mus# have, but, I’m afraid
I didn’t bring quite enough money with me. Would you be
able to put it aside until tomorrow?”
Until tomorrow! My dear fellow, I once put aside a copy
of Polirieal Li/e In Highland Burma until an all-tooabsent-minded professor remembered to call for il six
months later. “Certainly. that will be fine. See you tomorrow.” I do sincerely hope.
As Mr. Black Raincoat exits. he is niarly buried underneath a stack of boxes wielded by the Hippie Scavenger, att
enterprising young street-person who discovers more books.

THE
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“Heart disease kills and disables more

people than any other single diseaq.”

i :.
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dr. Kavanagh describes his revolutionary. new
- . .
approacn to toe use or enaurance exertare
TOT toe
treatment of post-coronary&tack patients. He ’
also tells the story of his now famous group of
patients who astounded the world by complating the Boston Marathon! 98.95
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in a day’s garbage than I find in a month of attending every
church rummage sale within walking ‘distance of public
.transit. The Scavenger is efficient, but indiscriminate: mildewed Harlequin Romances and battered Ontario school
primers must be separated frqm the potentially saleable
items, and these must then be examined closely for missing
pages, split bindings, and the sorts of stains that even my
hardened clientele’will fnid off-putting. Coffee stains predominate, although you’d be surprised at the number of
peop!e, who seem to enjoy bleeding over their books diehard romantics, pe<!taps.
.Kl

After half an hour of tedious but necessary labour -.
today rewarded by the discovery that some degenerate has
slit one small color plate out of an otherwise perfect copy of
Tile An of Pablo Pimsso - we agree on a price, and the
Scavenger bids me’s pleasant adieu. 1 keep telling him that
he should open a book store; he keeps telling me that it
looks like too much work.
Now for some fast pricing, sorting and shelving, and then
maybe I catt dash out for a coffee . . . nope, here comes the
Eclectic Inquisitor. “Hi!‘.: (big smile) “Say. you wouldn’t
happen to have a copy of Marquez’sOne Hundred Years’of
Solirude. would you?”
“No, but I just got in the first copy I’ve ever had o! his
Nobody Writes To The Colonel. . .”
“yes, great book isn’t it, just,read it myself. Have, yo;
got anything at all by Wilhelm Reich?”
Bingo! “Yes. at the moment I’ve got everything except
The Moss Psyc/fology of Foscism .”
“Oh dear, that’s loo bad, that’s just the one I was looking
for. Well. I guess that’s all - no, wait a minute, I don’t
suppose you’d have a copy of peter Newman’s Tile Canadian Esmblishment?”

Think you’re smart, don’t you? You know darn well it’s
only been out a few months, and that most of its purchasers
probably haven’t even finished it yet, let alone traded it in at
their friendly second-hand slore. But, wonder-of wonders, I
do have a copy of it, and “Here you me.“.
“Oh.” A hem, a haw. “Gee. it’s $7.50.” Yes. that is
indeed just about exactly half of its $14.95 retail price.
“Gosh.” Some more hems, some more haws. “You know,
I think I’ll wait until it comes out in’paperback. Well, I have
to run. Nice talking to you -see you again soon.”
Not if I . nope, must repress that, some day I:11 have
exactly what he wams at a price he can’t refuse. Sure I will.
The Yale Shakespeare al live cents a volume, say. Until
.then, I can always read a good book. And I think I will. 0
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Up

kng the

‘\grease+airit set
ByBOYDNElL

‘.

T

AN ~~otrm~stv~ black-and-white sign is the only thing that
distinguishes 659 Yonge Street from any.other door on this
notoriously pomy stretch of Toronlo’s soft core. The thin,
steep staircase to the second floor is lined with entertainment rmnouncements and brightly coloored posters. Ybu
make your way upsloirs nod soon you:re in the main room,
announced by a squeak from the floor. The atiendants. John
Harvey and Leonard MeHardy, greet you in B warm and
friendly fashion, eager to be of service. But - the only
bodies in sight are those of book-buying customers or those
portrayed on the front of dance books. Although it may not
he as popular as the .body rqb parlours, the Theatrebooks
bookstore is unique. It is the only bookstore in Canada
specializing in books and related material on thentre and
d a n c e .
Now. however, the store’s services and stock will be
wailable all across Canada: it has just published a nationally distributed mail-order catalogue. This completely annotated catalogue lists the store’s stock of general theatre
books and technical guides ns of December, 1975 (with the
exception of published plays). Those who buy the catalogue
will also receive quarterly supplements listing additions to
its stock.

The ‘compilation df the catalogoe began .well before the
store opened in March, 1975. McHardy and Harvey saw
from their own theatre experience that there was a n$ed for a
comprehensive wllection of technical and historieel materials IO assist Canadian theatre in raising its standards to equal
those of other English-speaking countries. Harvey’s work
with Theatre endon and the Global Village’s school
pmgmm and McHardy’s activity with Global Village’s
children’s and mainstage productions brought them into
contact with thee@ professionals, drama teachers, and students whose work was often delayed by the lack of appmp
riate theatre materials. Haunting libraries and universities
and harassing publishers has fmolly pmduced a stock of
books that draws thestre people even from New York.
Publishing companies certainly didn’t facilitate the great

Capadian theatre-book hoot. Instead of competing for this.
new market, most of’the publishers initially didn’t even
send their salespeople out lo case the possibilities. Within

FREDERICK NOLAN

-
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D/D ~~APPEN?~ THE
ENORMOUS HOARD OF GOLD
.c
AND JEWELS BURIED BY THE
SS.;EAR MITTENWALD IN
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$9.95

COLLIER

3HN MAXTONEGF IAHAh
FOR LOVERS OF HIGH
ADVENTURE AND IN.
TRIGUE A PART-FACT,
ART-FICTION STORY IN
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GRAHAM GREENE AND
JOSEPH CONRAD.
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the first nine months. only IO OUI of 30 or so local offices of
the publihing companies had bothered to call. And some of
these salespeople admitted that they, had no idea of their
own stock. As one of them candidly commented: “If I was
in any other business, I would have been tired by now.”
Fortunntelv. now that the bookstore is established,
_ McHardy &d Harvey have far fewer problems.

Outside bf the obvious financial possibilities. their main
interest is in seeing Canadian theatre and dance develop to
’
its fullest capacity. This means that they have set up no,
artificial barriers about carrying only Canadian plays from
Canadian publishers, or only Canadian technical and critical
materials. Besides, as Harvey has pointed ou!, “books on’
Canadian tbeatre would all fit on a small sidewalk stand.”
Although they carry all available published Caitadian
plays, they are worried about fhe amount of mediocre
Canadian writing now getting into print. Many plays are so
obviously of poor quality that they will inevitribly “fall by
the wayside.” And this, they feel, is beginning to damage
respect for Canadian plays both in prinr and in product&m.
The dwindling audiences for Canadian plays in the small
theatres may be a direct result of this propagation of
Canadionism before art.
Theatrebooks, nevertheless. has possibly the most cornplete collkction of Canadian works of theatrc and dance.
Whatever books are not part of their current stock - Canadian or international - will be ordered on request. In fact,
McHardy and Harvey feel that the only way their “bookstore 6an be successful in speciali‘zation is by people ’
demanding books &e don’t yet know about.”
Neither Harvey or McHardy are worried about doomsday
announcements of faltering interest in Canadian theatre.
Their customers are, by and large. people with a spirited
love for theatre. As MeHardy sayr “As long as the people
who come in here are still around, there will be active
theatre audienceb.” And active theatre audiences mean busin&s for Theatrebooks. Cl
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‘BUT~NOT IN CA&DA
Smug Canadian Myths Shqttered by Harsh Reality

In this explosive book, Walter Stewart takes a scat& look at
ix;, lr\ Canadians, exposing tbe truth about our riots, our racism, our
ruthless business practices, our imperialism abroad. The vivid- &’ ? sometimes horrifying-examples will appal and scandalize the
- 1 * $ reader, and make Walt& StewarKthe most controversial author in
I
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A VERY DOUBLE LIE%
The Ptivats World of Mackeqzie King

CP; Stqcey
From
the extraordinary diaries that Mackenzie King kept from
1

d

1393 until three days before he died in 1950, C.P. Stacey has
recqeated the private secret world of Canada’s former prime
ministe?. This is a shockina study of the bizarre fantasies and
hidden bbsessions of a famous piblic figure.
’
$10.95

published by NIacmillaa of Canada ’
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relationship. Cbne relies on poetic
dialogue rather than logical language
flow to produce emotional effect.
lo direct opposition tq Cone’s origisocial nality is Tom Grainger’s The Helper.
which almost appears to be an adaptation of Pinler*s The Ciuemkcr. The
protagonist, Nimrbd, in The Helper is
rts’hstried and mnkvoknt’ns Davies in
West Coast Plays. edited by CopThe Caretaker, but here Nimrod’s:
nie Brlssenden, Mew Play Centre
menading character means that in the
iP.0. Box 46568, Vancouver), 160
cud he is victorious. The desperate unpages, $3.50 paper.
contmunicaliveness of ordit&y lanPreparing, by Beverly Simons,
guage is much like Pinler’s but without
Talonbooks, 127 pages, $3.00 papel;
his simple power. The result i9 a far less
(ISBN 0-88922-070-O).
inspired play than Pinter’s, with a
Lulu Street, by Ann Henry, few redeeming thematic features.
Talonbooks, 132 pages, $3.50 paper Grainger’s presentation of the corrup(ISBN 0-88922-093-X).
tion of Tiggy (the ot$r main character
Theatrical Exhibitions, by Brian in The Helper) is’s sad comment on a
Sbein, Pulp Press, 197.pages, $3.50 society where intrigue and’brutalily is
paper.
the rule and truth theexception.
Between these two extremes are
, Margaret Hbllingsworth’s Operafors.
By BOYD NEIL
Sheldan Rosen’s The Box. a n d
THE THINO THAT makes West Coast
Leonard Angel’s Forrbcom@g Wedplaywrights unique isn’t what you
ding. Hollingsworth triestoo hard to be
theatrically distinctive. Shedraws her
might expect. They don’t people their
characters as recognizable threeplays with lndians set on stages that
dimensional people; then, for no apparresemble three-dimensional Emilv Carr
ent reason, the time sequence of their
totem paintings. Nor do potlatchcerepresentation is jumbled. The commonies. communing with nature, and
ntountain climbing define the scope of .passionate story of the loneliness of
their dramatic subjects. What disthree Northern Ontario women would
tinguishes them - in direct contrast lo
have come across much better with a
realistic movement from incident to
some of the self-indulgence of Ontario
incident.
playwrights - is an incisive, yet intensely compassionate, perspective on
Not so for .Rosen, however. His
human beings floundering in the midst Beckett-like absurdist form is perfectly
of. social disorder. They dissect,
suited IO the tragicomic image of two
scrutinize, and transmit visions that
men trapped in their own games. In
are., in general. firmly rooted in Canatheir mom, with the window being the di+tt history, Canadian tensions, or
only link to the outside world, their ’
Canadian political structures. But some
verbal relationship is not as important
as lhe way they intuitively grasp the
do it much better than oihers.
essence of each other’s thoughts and
According lo the introduction by
actions! And with this form of
Pamela Hawthorn to Wcsr CoosrPlrys.
an anthology of one-act plays by five
communication. symbols like the box,
roller-skates, and the window are obviBritish Columbian writers, the book is
ously~rucial,
tpeanl to “reflect not only the excellence ofB.C. writing, but a wide variaAngel’s Forthcoming Wedding has
neither overt symbols II& a complition in style, content and.appmach.”
cated time sequence, but it is still a
Although the volume does indeed give
strange comment- on latent psychous a representative sample of both
excellent and mediocre plays, it leaves
logical violence. The absolutely honest
no real impression of the essence of
way be has his characters deal with
that nebulous species’- “the B.C.
each other can only be.described as
super-realism. They admit all their
writer.”
jealousies, hatred, and hidden desires
Cubisrique. for.- instance, is a
thorough psychological unmasking of with a candour that would please the
most cynical gestalt therapist. Angel
two women nearing middle age. What
is hidden to both of them, even though claims in the production notes t&id he
they shared it. is lhe past. Through a
had no intention of implying an in+&
duet of mimicking, violent word asptous relationship between Luns. the
saults. and finally tenderness, they re- father, and Rose his daughter. If this is
the case, then Angel’s conception is
establish their past and thus their

Stage One
scrutineers

dramatically weaker thrin his product,
because the incest is pivotal to the
I
action.
Some of the plays in West Coast
Plays are perfectly suited to being part
of a printed anthology because their
drama is a direct product of the words.
Cubisrique. however, raises the pmbkm that dramatic literature that is_truly
meant for the stage loses some of its
power when seen only in a book. These
plays demand a conscious and active
imagination; the reader must create iniages of movement. gesture, light, and
sound. This is as true for Shakespeare
and Brecht as it is for Cone.
II is equally true for Beverly Simons’
collection of one act plays, Preparing.
This book is a,good introduction to the
visually evocative world of Beverly
Simons. All the elements that make her
longer plays (Crubdance, Leela Means
To Play) so controversial can be found
here. They are the same elements that
make her one of the most exciting and
innovative theatre artists in Cunada. All
verbal logic is pushed to the background lo be replaced by symbolic gestures, mime. ephemeral musical
rhythms, or masks. The way Simons
describes what an actor does on stage
creates a picture that surpasses the
l&ted ‘imaginative possibilities of
words. For example, in Green Lawn
Resr Home, we have the tune of “Three
Blind Mice” accomphnying an old man
who is screaming “Lies. Lies. Lies.”
while throwing.stones at the sign reading “Green Lawn Rest Home”: i n
Trkmgle she. has a an responding to
.&
.
demands thai he I nttfy htmself by
searching vainly for his “self” through
the credit cards-in his wallet.
Despite ihe obscurity df some of her
images, the short plays in Preparing
demonstrate the characteristic West .
Coast interest in individuals coming lo
grips with menacing social conditions, .
external definitions of themselves, or
impl&able movements of time. The
lille play, Preparing. .is a painful partrait of the predictability of life and;
especially, death. Jeannie, the sole
character, is shown going through life
physically and mentally preparing herself for others - parents, husband,
children, social institutions, and
finally, Death.
Simo s’ other plays derironstrate
stylized 5uman conflicts, not by sat:rizing .human weaknesses but rather by
satirizing the social forces that control
!‘free will.” She uses imny freely, particularly when she speaks of herself, as
in .the Prologue. an aplogetic ppemdrama. Her characters say:
’
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Simons sometimes treads a fine line
between theatripal art and selfindulgence. In Tire Cnrsader. the
communication with the audience or
reader breaks down when she becomes
preoccupied with exposing her own
fears of social brutality. But the desire
to transmit a vision to the.audience is
what separates Simons from the sort of
work that Brian Shein presents i? his
plays in 771eurricnl Exhibitions. Both
more or less use as their guide Antonin
Artaud’s metaphysical “Theatre of
Cruelty.” Shein, however. seems to be
more interested in testing a theoretical
tradition than investigalmg social or
psychological problems.
Spirhually. at least. his work is
closer to that of the intellectually abstract elements of T&onto writers who f
like to invest&e the boundaries of
theatrical experience than to the socially responsible West Coast writers.
An autobiographical sketch at the back
of Theatrical Exki6ifions makes clear
that theatre to Shein is either an exer-

.
cise in personal exorcism or playing ression causes Matthew, the father. to
flee. The subiect .of the nlav is the
with dramatic forms. The results are
_
PI&S detnonstrating the formal lessons love-hate r;lationship’ Getwee.
Matthew and his daughter Elly.
& .&taud without I& deep perceptions
.
Matthew’s oolitical’ohilosoohv is too
of “the collapse of life.”
determinist io allow ‘Elly aiy spiritual
Some, like Kaf.%a, Rex Morgan
freedom. Just as Elly’s motbeg had tb
M.D., and Cowboy Island, are just inbe put in an asylum, Elly wanders off
comprehensible word games. Ground
Zero is an interesting look at a machine
into dreams and religion to escape
Matthew’s broselytizing. Unfortuworld that offers everything but gives
nothing. Yet reading it gives a feeling
nately, Henry has missed the opporof d&i-vv; didn’t we’see it in the
tunity for a powerfully emotional
dramatic conflict. Blly never fights
TwilightZone? An ~tsrtairmiem at
back against Matthew’s spiritual con- _
the Cafe Termimu has Shein’s typical
Id nor do we see much conflici betheatrical self-consciousness - the actween her dreams and her reality. We
tors laugh rit themselves playing a play
can be sympathet& with Matthew and
- but it has far deeper character deElly’s difficulties but we cannoJ idenvelopment and conflict than the others.
tify with their struggles. What’ Ann
Finally we see a suggestion of Shein’s
Henry, does so well, however, is create
poetic potential in the speeches of
a vibrant portrait of the racial and politthe. anarchist Emile Henry in Cafe
ical tensions of an imponant Canadian
Terminus.
political event.
Ann Henry’s play, L!rls Street,
The commpn element of these four
presented on CBC-TV last fall, eombooks isn’t so mu& their subject matbines poetic characterization with the
ter, form or regional roots; rather it is
harsh realities of the Winnipeg general
strike of 1919. A polilical activist and
the one Hsential missing from all of
them ‘- critical introductions. There
his daughter have opened their house to
was a time when just printing Canaa motley collection .of society’s outdian plays-in.the hope, perhaps, that
casts. They share the energy of the
strike, its humour and its heartaches,
quantity would pmduce quality-was
a crucial step in developing Canadian
only to be separated when political rep-

CBA Booth #&I
.
The Russians
South Sea Journev
Heddck Smith
George Woodcock 1
A panoramic view of the Soviat reality, which examines the A fascinating description of a trip through the far-flung
texture of life as the Russians live it. Bv the Pulitzer Prize archipelagoe&of the Sotih Seas, including historical and
winning New York Times bureau chief.;.
$14.75 sociological background.
$13.50
.

Conjuring Up Philip

An Adventure in Psychokinesls
k/s M. Owen. with Margaret spalrcw
This ram&able book describes how a soup of people in
Toronto have been carrying out an experiment which
shows dramatlcally that it is possible to invent a ghost.
$8.95

Positive Addiction
Dr. Witttam Glasser
The author of Reality Therapy and Schools Wkhout Faiktre
explores the idea that it is possible to become addicted to
p,ositive character- or body-developing behaviour. $9.50

Primal Man, ihe New Consciousness
Dr. Arthur Jancv and Dr. E. Michael Ho/den
The most eloquent statement of Primal Therapy to-date,
combined wlth a detailed examination of tha’implications of
$11.75
Ihat theory for everyday life.
II

Three Big Books on Cenada’s Railroads
$25.00
Van Home’s Road, by Omer LavaU6e
Narrow Gauge Railways of Canada, by OmF @vat/&,
$14.05
illustrated by R. J. Sandusky
Canadian Nallonal Steam Power
$15.95
by Anthony Clegg and Ray Codey
GSt” - 60 hours that transform your llfa
Adelaide Sry
“Erhard Seminars Trainlng:,“the h&lest newexperienceon
the human-potential circuit”-Newsweek. This is the flrst
book on est. telling what it is and all about +w it works.
39.50
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dramatic literature. The resuh, however. was simply a lot of both good an,d
bad plays. II would be a major step
forward in establishing standards for
C;msdion plays if companies such as
Talonbooks and Pulp Press would exercise their editorial abilities and include comments on the strengths and
weaknesses or limitations of the works
they print. To be critical may well put
Canadian plays on the level of world
literature: not to be is to institutionalize
mediocrity. 0

Stage Iwo:

myths~mdcro
dna mrcro
Bethune, by kod Langley, Talonbooks, 153 pages, $3.50 paper (ISBN
0.88922 -088.3).
En F+tkces D&scbks, by Michel
Tremblay, translated by Allan Van
Meer, Talonbooks. 110 pages, $3.50
pqier (ISBN 0.88922 -092.1).

By KEITH GAREBIAN
IS CANADIAN drama anything more
than generally mediocre or fitfully interesting? An answer would depend, no
doubt, on one’s expectations of a genre
that has only recently begun to develop
a bicultural mythology for this country.
An answer would also be quahfied by
an acute problem: the paucity of published scripts. Now this second
qualification in itself is not necessarily a negative one (because theatre is
essentially for the stage and not for the
library or salon), but it does point to a
general lack of serious interest by
Canadians in the whole business of
dramaturgy. Apart from Quebec,
which is a different country to itself in
many ways. Canada appears to lack a
great audience - that condition so fundamental to the development of great
theatre. And yet. the small miracle is
that we do have our share of interesting
playwrights from both English and
French Canada, and these writers, unlike most of their fellow-artists in
fiction. are not one-shot successes.
lames Reaney and George Ryga have a
rich spectrum; Henry Beissel. already
an international soccess with lnoolc
And The Sm. is attempting to expand
his virtuosity with a play about Goya:
6

and Mb&l Tremblay has made. of
jowl theatre more than an ephemeral or
nugatory phenomenon.
Thenz should be no question that we
are ready for a theatrical mythology.
We have our national heroes whether by popular acclaim or by ironic
.discovcry - and there are many corners in our sociology that need to be
probed and translated into cathartic
epiphanies. But when we do scrutinize
our plays, what mythology is exposed?
We cannot, of course. expect a
definitive answer from a review of
two very differenf plays, but in Rod
Langley’s Bclhune and Michel
Tremblay’s En Pit%es DCIucbPes we
do ha& a parlial view, subject to
various qualifications and possible
reirisions.
Befhrtne is an exolicit essav on a
legend while Trembiay’s pie& is an
exposure of a subculture. However. the
irony is that Langley, in choosing to
deal with a mdical hem, uses a conservative dramatic mode and subverts the
revolutionary possibility of mythopoeic theatre, whereas Tremblay. iii
,dealing with a small comer of the
world - Montreal’s East End tenements - manages to sharpen the power
of his type of theatre of liberation.
Berluu~r exemplifies the general
Canadian penchant for bland, conservative Iheatre. Langley knqws that in’
Norman Bethunti he has several
magni-fied personae rolled into a
single hem but the play is a mosaic of
various phases in Bethone’s life and
fails to convince us that its subject
cotild ever have been s Bymnic figure
or a swashbuckling adventurer in
quest of new worlds. What we see in
place of a lonely, tmgic individual is
simply an energetic egotist whose outrageous bawdiness, deliberate rudeness, and political idealism are counterpointed by ingenious creativity in
surgery and an erratic course in love.
The play tries to,~mvide a synopsis
of Bethune’s life as tt shows him seeking his fortune in Detroit, stirring scandals in Canada, and then carving his r
destiny in Spain and China. But the
play is old wine in .old bottles, and it
turns intb vinegar quickly. There is far
too much description of Off-Stage action -a <e hnique that appears, unfortunately, 1 o have su’rvived from
Gorboduc - and some of the most
&a&tic incidents in Bethqtie’s life are
either severely summarized or Qmitted
altogether. We never heat of that fas_+ating honeymoon episode in the
Channel islands when Bethune - after
forcing his .ivife to jump across a deep
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ravine-tells her to always look at him
through half-closed eyes. Nor do we
witness the fateful accident when
Bethune contracts septicaemia during
an operation on a Chinese soldier.
Bethunediesquietly-likesome ofthe
political issues in the play-but with
all the impact of a foam-rubber missile.
After lifting quotations out of Bethune
biographies: and organizing events
chronologically, Langley ends with a
spare epilogue that is totally inadequate
to seal the legend of Bethtme’s ex-,
tmvagance. A radical hero is tamed for
domestic consumption, and Langley
offers no original interpretation or
unitied view of the subject.
We are left with throbbing mysleries
- all from Bethune’s life and only
barely glimpsed in the play. The relationship between Bethune and Frances,
his prissy wife, is never explored
beyond the surface. It is presenled in
fragments and does not suggest
whethkr Bethune was masochistic 01’
immature in love. Emotions become
the stuff of civil, melodrama. and
Langley’s play never convinces us that
it is dealing with a tragic artist of poetic
imagination for whom the world was
something that never stopped turning
with mysteries.
Michel Tremblny’s play creates
myth of a different order. II doesn’t
have a national legend. but it does have
its own convictions that are neither
bland nor eclectic. Unlike Langley’s
play. whrre the subject’s intrinsic
energy is never put to much fruitful use..
Eu Pi2ces D~fachPes thrives on its
raucousness. which later softens into
poignant introspection. Tremblay deals
with little figures - chiefly women
- who lead lives of mean pleasures
and cheap diversions. His main charactee are embattled failures, irying desperately to hold their own among fellow .
denizens. They speak a raw, scabrous
language that is as much au express&
of vicious rage as it is of the sociological condition that generates its cheap
vulgarily.
The main figure is HCEne. a waitress in a sleazy restaurant. She has a
waster* for a husband who sinks deep
into a vegetative existence with his beer
and TV canootts. H&l&e has a selfpitying. withdrawn mother, and a
daughter. Francine, who is distracted,
nervous. and .subject IO an inferiority
complex. HZne battles her way at
work and at home i chhllenging her
sottish husband to an arm-wrestling
match and giving the snooping neighbouts much scandalous material .for
loud choric gossip.
18 Books in Canada. June. 1976
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But it isn’t all her St&y, for we meet
Claude, her mad brother, who seeks
reyecge for his ineapxmtion in a mental hospital. He suffers from a paranoia
about being poisoned, and the only ad-’
vintage in-l& congenital loonin&s is
that he doesn’t have to be driven mad. I
But his auucarance. while aeneratine _
bur sympathy and it disturb;the play’s
structure. Tremblay doesn’t seem to be
infull control of his story, although he
does succeed in building B mood of
cumulative and comprehensive help
iessnesd as each member of HClhe’s
$mily becomes an alienated creatuti in
an increasingly tainted half-world.
Though Tremblay’s characters never
achieve.cathanic tragedy. they do afford us perceptions of a subculture that
exists in a comer of Canada. Technically, Tremblay’s play does not make
au innovative advance over the plays of
G&as, Gurik. and Dub& but it does
force French-speaking ,Quebeckers to
an awareness of their contemporary decultumtion.
Befhune and En Pi.kes DLmchLeJ
show in. a small way what ails and
profits Canadian drama. Langley’s
play, almost as if it were an extension
pf general Canadian blandness is content ,to play it safe with a Inrger-than,life legend, whereas Tremblay’s play,
narrow as it is, refuses to evade a nasty,

brutish issue of c~$tural identity. Langley, accordingly. succeeds in colonizirig m)th so that i! isn’t much pf an
embnirassment or challenge IO OUI national smugness, whereas Tremblay
courageously insists on the relevance
and dilemma of neo-colonial French
Canada. 0

Stage Three: . ’
family titters
and r&l terror ’
Sqrieux-d&Die”, by Betty Lambert, Playwrights Co-a~, 58 pages,
82.25 playscript.
Leave It To Beaver Is Dead, by Des
McAnuff, ,Playwrigbts Co-op. 8 2
pages, $3 playscript.
The Nigbt No One Yelled, by &er
Madden, Playtikigbts Co-op, 42
pages, $2 playseript.
By JANIS RAPOPORT
publisher of Canadian
plays, quantitatively speaking, is the.
Playwrights Co-op. As its title implies,
this organization is a non-pmfit cooperative with the general aim of sewing the Canadian ‘*theatricalcommun.ity!’ as well as the country’s playwrights. The most publicly prominent
of theco-op’s many services is its publication of Canadian scripts-more than
200 since the co-op’s inception in
. 1972. The co-op’s list shows a wide
variety both in subject matter and in
style, as the three scripts rev,iewed here
prove.
Betty Lambert’s Sqrieu-de-Dim
(pronounce the titled l~anglais to discover,its real intent) is credited on the
cover with’ being *‘a nasty play about
nice people.” The.major “nice peapie” include Professor George Panington, his corporation-lawyer mistress
Gracie, his slightly kinky wife Brenda,
and his slightly dotty mother-in-law,
who is khown simply as Gramma.
By means of various rites; such as
Gmcie’s mock murdering of George’s
children (“Born in deception, they
have died in truth”) and Brenda’s
,
bizarre group exercises in consciousness raising (through “Tactile Discovery” and “Tai Chi Chuan”), the protagonists explore their individual and
collective fantasies. Ullimately,
mainly through direct confrontation,
Brenda, Gracie, and George (to a lesser
extent) resolve to rearrange their social
_ roles.‘Will they live happily ever after?
By virtue of its subject mallet and
somewhat laconic gtice Sqrierur-deDietr is. deliberately or not, vaguely
reminiscent bf Edward Albee’s Who’s
&mid of Virginia Wmrf7 (first published 14 years ago). And Iha<% a nasty
THE LEADING
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play. By comparison Sqrieux-de-Dim
is but a pale reflection of nastiness.
*
An entirely different world to
.Sqrieu.u-de-Dim’s is explored in a
sometimes fragmented but often pow- rrful manner by playwright Des

McAnuff in Leave II To Beaver Is
Dmd. Savarin. Lizzard. and Luke, the

hosts of “the Show” might have been
the product of a couple like Brenda and
George Partington. or even Gracie and
George for that matter. They are the
roung adults who matured during the
Me 1960s and who were nurtured on
the ptp of the family serials such as
LWIT IPTO Beaver that wcrc sopopular in the 1950s. (Reruns, for those who
wunt to know what this play, is not
about, ate still being televised today!)
McAnuff s play reaches far beyond
the innocence and the norm espoused
by any Leave II TO Beawr sensibility.
In a remark typical of the middle-class
parent of middle-class sons, the fathei
in the original TV show has been heard
to say: “When you’re raising a family
there’s nlways~ ‘something to worry
about.” These worries, to a large ex-,
tent, demarcate the area of McAnuff’s
concern. Leave It To Bearer Is Dead is
Leure b To Beaver gone as awry as it
could possibly go, and further.

:.o:

:,

..i: I.’. E.:‘CwCC’ ~,:.?*:ITTEI

Although the characters in
McAnuff s subculture have grown into
a perverted fantasyof the Leqve It To
Beaver clan, they nevertheless retain a
childlike, idealistic attitude through
drug-induced “mind changing” and.
though IO a lesser degree, even
through horrific violence.
.
McAnuff% writing, rife as it is with
patchiness, symbolism, tawdriness,
sensationalism, incoherence, and
(necessarily) dated jargon, still-constitutes a compelling evocation of a modem sociological phenomeuon;
A little surprisingly, perhaps, Peter
Madden’s rcalislic prison drama Time I
Nighf MO One Yelled contains much
less physical violence than the
McAnuff fantasy. Overt violence,
emerging only at the end of $e play

yet always threatenbig !o surface, is,
generally speaking, replaced by’ the
tensions of the cell-block inmates.
Although the thre ts and insults are skilfully intert.wined 90 reveal a gamut of
the characters’ defeat, feat-, or frustrations, the action of the play remain static: each prisoner is confined to his own
cell space. The physical separation of
the prisoners does emphasize their essential isolation but the consequences .
of this’technique results in visual

monotony. However, such stasis contrasts brilliantly with the terrifying
climax of the play, which involves the
recapturing of two young prisoners

who have not been successful in an
aitempted escape.
Primarily because of its subject matter, The. Night No One Yelled invites
comparison with John Herbert’s classic
prison drama Fortune and Men’s Ewes.
The points of view are entirely differebt. of course, but Herbeit’s play has a

sense of dramatic urgency that is not
matched by Madden’s. 0
i.

Fktlon: Atke Denham. Marian Enget
Sylvia Fraser. Gerald Lampert. An
dress Schmeder:
Poet.% Steve McCaffey. Dava McFad
den. P. K. Page, Diane Wakoski;
Playwrlghls: John Herbert. Harvq

Markowitz:
Non-ttctlon: Jack Batten. Eteanor Wrtoh

OIL UNDER TiE ICE hug/as ~/~/ott, Douglard &own, Kenneth &m
A powerful case-study ot the risks associated with off-shore drilling in the Arctic.
On July 31, 1973 Ihe Canadlan Cabinet granted approval in principle to drilling in the
Beaufort Sea. To date this proposal has not been subJect lo publib scrutiny. Can we
afford to be less cautious than our friends to the South? Last year both Ihe U.S
Senate and Congress held extensive public hearings lo determine how lo develop oil
and gas on the ContInental Shelf.
Offshore explorations in the Arctlc entail far higher risks of damage to the environment
and to native populations. The failure of the federal government to assess and prolect
these interests is one detail of a policy designed to encourage rapid resource exploitation.
Oil Under the Ice not only documents the hazards and risks of otfshore drilling in the
Canadian Arctic, it reveals the stealthy and short-sighted manner in which Gttawa
conducts the nation’s bitsiness.

176 pages, soft cover, $6.95

FROM THE SAME PUBLISHER:
ARCTIC ALTERNATIVES, The proceedings of the First National Workshop on
northern .peoples, environment and resources. sponsored by CARC. ,1972. 391
pages, soft cover, $9.95.
LAND REGULATION IN THE CANADIAN NORTH, Peter Usher and
Grahame Beakhurst. (1973) 170 pages, soft cover. $5.50.
GAS FROM THE MACKENZIE DELTA: Now or Later? Pmoeedings of a
conference in 1974. 116 pages. soft cover $4.95.
LAN? MANAGEMENT IN THE CANADIAN NORTH, Kenneth’
q eaucnamp.
This book, just published, Is a major contribution to the ongoing development of land
use planning, primarily as a reference source.
96 pages,, sott cover, $7.95.

SAANNES Publications LimPed
Box 6209 Sttt-A o Toronfo M5W lP6
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Demons dre

d ghoul’s

best friend
The Running Man, by Joti ittddy,
TrendSetter series, General Poblisbittg. 184 pages, $6.95 cloth (ISBN
0-7736-0047.7).

By MARGARET WBNTE

ttuonv’s first novel is a nice, nasty
little horror story about a man who
doesn’t believe in ghosts and about the
trouble he gets himse#into after he sees
one in his own cellar. The reader does
not have to be a believer either to app&ate his fate.
Jake Willoughby, a former police
repotter turned magazine writer, has
temporarily retired to att old farmhouse
in rural Ontario with an advanced case
of world-weariness. A typical product
of the times, he is detached, disengaged, and, at .the age of 30, prpfoundly bored. He shares his relteat
with an undemanding woman who
eventually leaves him for a .more fervent lover. Indeed, the only creature
. who c@ amuse his sentiment is his big
mongrel dog, who is even less demanding than the sad women who drift
thmugh his life.
Jake sees himself as the ultimate
modern realist, which means that he
believes in nothing, certpinly not in
supernat~al apparitions. The difficulty
IS that the ghost he encounters in the
cellar one spring night is no gauzy
phantom, no drink- or dope-induced
hallucination, but an all-too-tangible,
ail-too-lively putrescent corpse. In the
light of day, lake’s reason tells him to
forget the whole thing, but soon the’olp.
investigative instinct gets the better of
him and he sets out’ IO learn if the local
folks know anything about his haunted
house. Naturally. they know a good bit
more than they are willing to tell, and
some of them have seen more in’ that’
cellaithan they care to remember. Piecing together some local history and att
obscure folksong called “The Running
Man,” Jake discovers that a century
earlier the farmhouse had been the residence of a bizarre religious sect of
young people. whose unorthodox beliefs embraced animism and dualism
and whose practices had included
flagellation with live snakes and other
exotic forms of exorcism. Months after
mid

the group disbanded the badly decomposed corpse of their charismatic
leader. John Smith, was found in the
farmhouse cellar.
Surely it’s only amusing coincidence
that the long-dead leader of that odd
religious mutation bore the same name
as Jake’s peculiar neighbour down the
road, a taciturn and hostile clergyman
who runs a therapeutic religious community for f&ed-up urban teenagers,
and who shoots buckshot into nosy
strangers like Jake. Sorim not. The
mote lake snoops’amund, the more resemblance he finds between the dead
and the living. Although il becomes
clearer and clearer that the seeottd
Reverend Smith is the spiritual incarnation of.the first, Jake’s journalistic
lite[alnegs’ and lack of imagination
prevent him fmmrealizing until it is
almost too late that the hunter has
become the hunted, that he iiimself is
intended as the latest ritualistic victim.
The creaky old family manse and
windswept moor are no longer necessary props for a good ghost story. In
some of the most popular recety books
about the weird. the supernatural, and
the downright demonic, the villains
tum.otn to be those nice people next
door. Ruddy takes this naturalistic
colintetpoint a step further by refusing
us the simple satisfaction of a climactic
battle against the forces of darkness. In
a world that gave us Charles Manson,
John Smith and his Einatic followers
. can be explained as adequately by
ps chopalhology as by belief in the
t&l’s work on earth. And ‘when Jake
has, the chance to make his heroic gesture, IO rid the world once and for allnf
the sinister Reverend Smith, he.instead
chooses the coutsl of prudence and
pragtpatism - opting oitt bnce again.
He runs. We have the triumph neither
’ of good nor of eyil, but of tmteason, a
denouement all the more guaranteed to
spook literal-minded readers who, like
Jake, believe in heither God nor the
devil.
Ruddy’s sure, ironic style overcomes the occasional lags and bumps
in his story line. The Running Man
is a worthy addition to General.
Publishing’s TrendSetter series, which
promises US hardcover fiction in paperback size at a price somewhere between
the two. Although they’re not as cheap
as they were originally intended to be,
it’s good to know that the $6.95 novel
has not quite gasped its last. 0

The -I mmplete interpretiva
guide to the roadways of Sanll,
Jasper. Yohoand Kootenay Parka.
Illustrated wilh 97 color photographs. $6.95
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Diary of d
mod ho&wife
.
Small C&monies, by Carol
Shields, R4cGrawHill Ryerson,
179 pages, $8.95 cloth ( I S B N
0-07-082340-5).
By DuBARRY CAMPAU
VNHAPPILJ. this is the sort ofbook that
will have housewives all over Canada
darting to their typewriters.
“Ifshe could write a novel about all
of those day-to-day things,” they will
say to their neighboors, “just think
what I could do with the stuff that has
actually happened fo me! Like how Bob
and I met in school but didn’t even
know we were in love until five years
later when 1 went to work at his insurance company - and then Ihat time I
almost IelI him For Ian. Well, ofcourse.
1 didn’t really consider it bkause ofthe
kids. and anyway Bob’s bpsically a
great guy and Ian never seemed very
interested unless he was drinking. But
in a book I think I might actually go off
with Ian, For a bit maybe. I’d have to

change all of our names, na~ttrally. I’d
call myselFLillitb.”
Some of these women may actually
finish their novels, re-crcatin~ tbemselves as they would like IO be -and
never understanding the coolness of
publishers toward their Fantasies. They
w,ill comfort themselves, bitterly: “She
must have had pull to get hers printed.
The editor is probably her uncle or
something.”
For all ! know, Carol Shields may be
the niece of every one of lhe McGraws,
Hills, and Ryersons, but it wouldn’t
have been nepotism that caused them IO
accept Small Ceretnonies.
To say that it is a pleasant, tmprelentious book is not a put-down. So arc
lane Auslen’s Emma and Nancy
Mitford’s Love in a Cold Climate. And
while Ms. Shields is not yet. at least, in
die same league as those women, she
does share their giFt ofqeatingo social
ambience and involving a reader’s inlercst in a series of piquant, if petty,
plots.
Both the narrator.,of the book and
Ms. Shields herself arc biographers and
wives of professors, so il is evident that
Ms. Shields has Followed the fist pmcept For novelists: write,about what you
know. And s)e not only knows her set-

I
TWO t%vlELY BOdKS FROM THE FRASER INSTITUTE
AVAILABLE NOW ATBOOKSTORES AND NEWSSTANDS
THE ILLirSlON OF WAGE AND PRICE CONTROL
A look at the causes of inflation and an examination of
responses.to it in Canada, the United States and the
United Kingdom. Contributors include Jack Carr, Michael
Darby, Jackson Grayson, David LaidI&, Michael Parkin.
Robert Schuettinger and Michael Walker.
258Pages
.
7 Table
‘16&harts
.
$5.95 paperback i
52.9Spocketbook

&889X001-7

.

ISBN c4897-

***

RENT CONTROL-A POPULAR iiARADOX
(Published October 1975)
Eleven essays on the economics of housing’in Canada and
on the effects of rent control in the United States, the
United Kingdom, Austria, France and Sweden by F. A. .,
Havek. Milton Friedman, George Stigler, Bertrand de
louvenel. F. W. Paish, F. C. Pennance, E. 0. Olsen, Sven
Rydenfelt and M. A. Walker.
230Pages
PCharts
.
ZETabIer
13.95paperback
lSBN D88975QOW

i
Published

P

which Judith, the narrator, and her hu$band once rented from another pm;
fessor, so precisely one cringes with
her at discovering lhe delritus that had
been lefl behind by the owners and
agree with hex concepts of the per:

sonalities she builds up from these
ClUeS.
I was

right by her side when, on
finding a drawer of her husband’s desk
packed with skeins of bright-coloured
wool, she was so appalled and amazed
by this evidence of somelhing utterly
off-beat about him she couldn’t bring
herselfto ask wbac it was For.
II is easy 10 sympathize with her Fascination with bei 1%year-old son’s
correspondence with a girl be has never
met - and applaud her discipline in
trying not to pry into it.
And I cheered her on as she diligently researched the early life of an
acclaimed Canadian novelist whom she
suspects of being bogus. This is Judith,
describing his books IO her daughter:
He

opcnr 10 w*ving whm . Sarkab
chewan in powder form. Mix Ivkh tumen
rain wata for native genre. Then you
move into ht storm ctqtcr. Rain. mow.

(Published April 1976)

lSBN

ting - and the kinds ofcharacters who
are at home in it - but she is alile’ to
view it objectively.
She writes tautly and pungently. She
can.describe a dingy Birmingham flat,

bvTHE FRASER INSTITUTE,

Vancouver,B.C. -

’

hail. locust maybe. It doesn’t ma!ter as
long PI k ’ s devaslling.. Then we’re
into the wife. Tkxe’snmhing mme msny
atmvl hu exceF, ,hrt ske endu,es. gur her
husband, rampant with tust. % your eye
on him . a limb fmzen in the smrm
and requiring a tense kkchcn table
smpul~lion.. And we close wkh morr
waving \ukat.
1 do so hope that her capsule descrip
tion of the cliche Canadian novel will
pot an end to them -and that in their
place will come more like Ms. Shields’
that reflect the urban domesticities and
inlellectual stimulations tbac arc at least
ix much of our culture as the problems
of ham-fisted men and withered women
on the wind-swept Prairies.
Ifthere am no tragedies and traumas,
conflicts and confrontations in Small
Ceremonies, there are instead wit, delicacy, and deft, realistic perceptions. 0
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Christmas in Africa, by hi
Couzyn, J. J. Douglas (Heimmann),
83 pages. $3.95 paper (ISBN
0-88894-096-3).
’
By GWRNDOLYN MacEWRN
THIS BOCK of poems is a delight to dis-

This awful cry, this &fin& in the face
of liinh and death, reminds US that the
word “hysteria” is derived from the
Greek word for “uterus.” But the poet
doesn’t leave the reader stranded .on
these bleak beaches; she continues:
“Out of the silence her voice comes
ringing./ Out of the shrivelled
universe I she takes my hand. I
Mother. I It will begin.”
For anyone who wants to read poems
that courageously explore our human
predicaments, our fears and. shortcomings, I would suggest they read
Christmas in Africa. Jeni Couzyn’s
voice is very much her own; she speaks
with a surety (but never with a dogmatic tone) about things’we all know to
be true and vital. Things that we must
fe$l and go on feeling, accepting
e+acy together with pain. Home
truths, and beriutiful poetry. 0

cover. Although I haven’t read any of
Couzyn’s previous poems in her books
Flying and &&@s Wedding, 1 BUI
convinced of her powerful talent,
which\is soevident here. Fit. here is a
poet who knows how to handle The
Long Line. allowing wordito roll and
tumble until the reader who tends to
read aloud in his head, is literally
breathless: “My first leap of the day /
carried me ovcr,and beyond him as I
turned mid air in my flight I to gre$
him. . . ”
She sings and curses, applauds and
deolorcs the conditions of humanity in ’
th&e wonderfully moving poems,
which include memories of Africa, personal and symbolical extensions of
themes in contemporary science-fictioa
writing. and finally, her own intensely
human reactions to everyday things. In
the last group of poems, entitled
“Graces,” she celebrates a potato, a
Ghost of the Hardy Boys, by Leslie
tomato, snow, sex, death, love, with Mcgarlane, Methuen, 208 pages,
30 exuberance and a passion that is
$8.95 cloth (ISBN 0-468-91410-X).
deplorably lacking in most modern
By ROGRR HALL
writing. An excellent knowledge and
control of the language allows her
* FEW WEEKS ago critic Vincent
the special privilege of letting go and
Canby reviewed the film Robin and
bursting with lines like:
Marion in the New York Times. The
movie gracefully portrays the sylvan
lovers some two decades. after

Old Boys”
‘tgxw&k

It is rare to find a poet who writes
with this kind ofskill in terms’of manying intellect with passion. Too often, it ~
seems, the tendency is to favour ohe
over the other-and so we read a lot of
books that totally let us down, either in
the head or in the guts. We’think that is
so or wefeel that is so; but only good art
can help us see why thinking and feeling are utterly interdependent.
In “The Birth,” a long poem in three
parts, Couzyn expertly explores the
trauma of the unborn child trapped in
the “tomb” of the mother, and the
eventual ecstacy when expulsion from
that tomb/womb is realized:

Shetwodd’s heyddy. Canby set himself _
to projecting the fates of other “literary” Bgures aftel the legends ran out;
among them were that impressive duo
of boy-detectives, Frank and Joe
Hardy, survivors of SO-odd juvenile
adventures with every type of dastardly
law-breaker. The Hardy Boys, he demythologized. went on to. become
joint-holders of the Pontiac franchise in
Southpod, Corm., until Joe’s fatal
coronary forced Frank to retire to
Phoenix. My God, I thought, whdt
would Franklin W. Dixon think of that!
I scrambled back to my boyhood image

of a venerable author - settled into a
leather chair at a huge oak desk, a
slightly balding, waist-coated, watchchained, pipe fetishist - and raged at
June. 1976.
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Canby’s insensitivity. Surely Dixon
must be jamming a scrap of paper into a
battered Remington and fuing off a denial to the editor insisting that the Iiardys had gone from boyhood bravado to
assume the worthy mantle of father
Fenton Hardy’s highly respectable investigation practice.
No such luck. It is my sad duty to
report that Franklin W. Dixon does not,
and never did, exist. In fact he was the
product of a massive literary syndicate
operating (appropriately) out of New
Jersey atid run by an ambitious. clever
German-American named Edward
Stmtemeyer. Further, if Stratemeyer
had wanted the Hardys to end their days
pushing Pontiacs, and hejust might have
if the series hadn’t made money, then
be could have asked any one of his
several ghostwriters to effect it. And
for as little as $100 a crack, Joe and
Frank would be shown the door as had
Dave Fearless, the Dana Girls, and
many others before them.
Leslie McFarlane’s Ghost of ~hc
Hardy Boys is an entertainment in nostalgia. It is partly an account of the
writing of their first epic adventures.
partly a chronicle of juvenile publishing in North America, and mostly a
gently rambling autobiography of
McFarlane. the first in achaio of Franklin W. Diuons.
McFarlane has bebn a successful
journalist. playwright, and documentary film director. No one cares, he
laments. It is only the Hardy boys that
bear inteiest - especially as a
money-maker (they have sold more
thad 26 million copies). For McFarlane
people exhibit only sotrow or contempt; after all, he pulled in a meagre
55.000 as the Hardys’ ghost. But, he
argues. he did what he wanted to do,
and has no regrets. In 1926, something
a shade past a cub reporter, but still
cranking out rewrites for the Springfield
(Mass.) Republican. McFarlane carefully nursed an ambition to become a
writer. Certainly he had written:
Ontario-born, he had served the Cobalt
Daily Nuggrr. the Sudbury Star,
graduated to the Ottawa Journal and
the Monireal Herald. En route he had
sold the occasional adventure story.
Then he answered an ad for an author to
work from publisher’s outlines. Soon
he became, at first in his spare time and
then full freelance, Roy Rockwood, author of the Dave Fearless series of
fiction for boys. A weird comer of the
publishing world was revealed to him.
The Stratemeyer syndicate, .for
whom he toiled, was a fiction factory of
juvenile publications. Stratemeyer
24 Books
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himself had inherited the mantle of
than a matter of updating the text, tumHoratio Alger. Unlike Alger who wmte
hg “roadster” jnto “cpnvertible.”
single, self-contained volumes,
McFarlane’s work has been banished,
Stratemeyer launched whole series; his
to be replaced by a slick, jbiceless verfortunes were secured when he dission without candour or honesty. That
covered that he could successfully farm
is a shame.
out the writing to freelancers and marThe Hardy Boys actually nudged
ket the &its to publishers. So he
some towards literacy. I remember
qui&ly gave the world the ‘Old Glory
them being read in school as a special
Series” and its flagship Wifb Dewby at
treat, and I treasured my copies micuManila, and went on to the univerlarly; proud that they looked like “real
sally successful Rover Boys, Tom
books” rather than the multi-coloured
Swift, ‘Dave Fearless, and dozens of
chilfiren’s efforts I was ftiquenlly
others. The Hardy boys were contrived
given. Besides, although not great litin the mid-1920s to capitalize in thk
stun. they were literate-Frank and
Joe, Chet and Biff underwent some
juvenile market on the growing popu.o
larity ofadult detective stories.
rudimentary character development.
.,God knows the plots were tight enough,
Stratemeyer sent an outline of the
and McFarlane’s style, while not exHardys’ first’ adventure. titled The
actly masterful, wascompetent, always’
Tower Tre&re, to McFarlane, whom
’
he christened Franklin ,W. Dixon. _ lean. and occasionally forceful.
McFarlane explains that he never
And this book is written in the same
leame what the W. stobd for but confashion; occasionally it is a trifle selfindulgent, but what memo&s are not?
cluded that it was not “wealthy.” Still,
the Hardys carried @II through the
The glimpse he pmyides into the world
of the fiction factory is authoritative
1920s and into the 1930s starting at
$125 a book andcmeping upwards. By
‘and .enliihtening, the nostalgia of
1945, when he quit, McFarlane had
Frank and Joe is comfoning and fremanipulated a tight cast of characters
quently hilarious, and his own sketch of
through 25 books. The principals were
se&al enjoyable and entertaining. Of
course, Edward Stratemeyer’ would ’
constant-Frank and Joe, sons of Fennever have touched the manuscript; he
ton .Hardy, detective, students at’
might have done an A@ with it but it
Bayport High in the town of the same
is much too unique for a series. 0
name on Barmet Bay, led perilous 1i.w ’
.
‘through The House on the Cliff, Hunting for Hidden Gold, While rhe Clock
-Ticked, and so fodh. They were ac-

sompanied usually by three “chtmlsi’ .
- jovial and chubby Chet Morgan,
tough, two-fisted Biff Hooper, and
Tony Frito-devised doubtless torep
resent all the unmelted parts of American.society. Occasionally Chet’s sister
Iola Morton would be seen with Frank:
as would Callie Shaw with Joe. Cops
and robbers shiAed in and. out of the
series; l+.r, for comic value, the boys’
meddlesoine Aunt Gertrude arrived to
frustrate all. Everything was clean’sed
above-board: only a “g&h” or b
“golly,” as McFarlane puts it; no booze
dnd no tobacco; and as far as sex was
concerned, it would have seemed unAmerican for the Hardys to get hard.
During the Second World War.
McFarlane beqame enmeshed in govemm&tt fiblic relations work in Ottawa and-went on to the National Film
Board, where he stayed for I5 years
before hearing again the call to %
lance. All this time the Hardy Boys
soldiered on. The books are still selling
at a rate of one million a year.
The difficulty is that, while the titles
are identical, the books have all been
guited. The changes-are much more

Diplomdtic
hot flushes”
Canada: A Middle-Aged Power,
_
by John W. Holmes, Carleton Library series, McClelland & Stewart,
2 9 3 p a g e s , $ 5 . 9 5 p a p e r (ISBN
O-7710-97980).
By NEVILLE THOMPSON
‘rws V~UJME by the Director of Research for the Canadian Institute of
Internationh Affairs is a continuation’
of the commentary on Canada’s involvement in_ the world community
published in 1970 in The Betrer Port of
Valour. Like any collection of topical
essays and addresses wrltten for a vatiety of audiences over a five-year
period, it contains repetitious material
and detailj that could have been edited
out to advantage. And although it has a
short general introduction and brief
comments at the beginning of each section, a longer essay drawing out the
main themes of the collection and the
years under review and indicating

.
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by Jamie Brown
The second novel in the powerful trilogy that began with

hppkg

Stones
,

8 Major.cross-country tour by the author
this summer

1

@ Intensive ad campaign

0 Meet the author at the CBA Conirention

’

MikeFiley”s
New
One

TRILLIUM
roronto’s best-loved soc’i
listorian presents the Islands
md the ferry boats of Toronto
&boor, plus the dramatic
story of the rescue from oblivion of the finest of the Island
Ferries - TtiiIium.
.
* over 80 bii photos
* 96 pages
* full-colour cover
*just 55.95 paper
(812.00 cloth)
at all the good shops

%%w
Peter Martin Associates
35 Britain Street
Toronto M5A lR7
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where further elaboration was lo be
found would have been most useful. By
indirection to find direction OUI is all
very well for those who follow diplomatic events closely, but more guidance would have given the book a
wider appeal. As the early 1970s recede
in time, many of these essays will
be difficult to undersiand without
academic exegesis. This will be unfortunate since lbhere, is much here that
should be consider@ by anyone concerned about Canada’s position in the
world.
The basic contention. running
through the book is that the present
mood in the country about international.
affairs is menopausal: “There is a feeling of impotence nieasured by illusions
of fantastic potency: Tbe disposition is
bitchy. Agonizing is pr&rred to deliberation. Everyone is wrong-headed, including ourselves. Woe is us.” In this
scheme of things; the glad confident
morning was the end of the Second
World War, when Canada emerged as a
middle power, seemingly capable of
plnying a major part as mediator in
solving the world’s problems. Disillusionment with this thankless mle,
together with our relative decline in
some respects as a world power with
the recovery and assertion of other
countries, led to an ostentatious recon:
sideration of Canada’s foreign policy.
There has been a growing conviction
that the country should draw back from
international involvement and a. eoncem for posture that Holmes charac-\{
terizes as a weakness of middle age. 1.:
Perhaps it is, but it is also a weakness of
youth; and often of old age too. Diplomacy and diplomatic writing seem pariicularly afflicted with dubious
analogies. and misleading metaphdrs
(Invocations of appeasement by Anthony Eden at the time of Suez and by
Lyndon Johnson over Vietnam, and the
fatuous “dumbell” concept of a united
North America balancing off a united
Western Europe spring all too readily to
mind.) And Holmes, perhaps as a result
of having been a diplomat, has not escaped this impulse to poetic fancy. His
use of biological analogies to human
beings and other species (the European
Community, for example is described
as “neither fish, flesh nor fowl and
therefore very hard to waltz with”) are
not very helpful in combatting the illusions of others. But these overworked
metaphors should not be allowed to detract from his basic message, which is
well worth listening to.
Oui of disappointment with the’
romantic idea of foreign affairs as a

sphere for simple, dramatic-solutions.
the failure to find counterweights to the
United States in the most unlikely parts
of the globe, and the selfish instinct to
turn OUT back on the world and enjoy
our nhural bounty, Holmes hopes will
come a sober realization that Cangds
has a duty to play its part in ameliorating international tensions’wherever it.
can, aresponsibility as arichcountry in
a poor world to share its resources (and
..
a justification to keep them from exploitation by the U.S.) and an acceptance of
‘I
diplomacy as a vital but unspectacular
v
matter of day-tcrday negotiatibns tiom
.which immediate results should not be
D
expected. This is not a call to which
anyone can respond with Child enthusiasm; but it is a decent; even a
1
noble one, true to the best instincts by
which this country has been known and
should be known. Let us all hope that
John Holmes long continues as the
voiceofreason in thesematters.exhorting us to the path or righteousness with ’
his steady stream of comments and
reflections. 0
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Tumult in the Clouds: A Stoi of
t$e Fleet Air Arm; by John’ Hoare,
Thomas Nelson (Mfehael Joseph),
208 pages, $11.95 cloth (ISBN O-7181
-1410-S).
_
I

By NEIL MeARTHUR
JONN HOARE’S title seems to imply a.
tale of fierce air battles and heroic sorties against the enemy, but be really
deals only casuall$ with such events.
The sub-title. A Srory ofrl~e F/et Air

Arm. is more realistic, and this he tells
very well, basing it on his own career .

and the events that touched hiin and his
air-observer classmates throughout the
Second W&Id War.
Perhaps his greatest adventure took
.,
place during the frantic search for
,
Bismark following the sinking of the
Ho* in May, 1941. He even, forgives :
the navy for the failure of a beacon
aboard Vi&orious which resulted in his
.
ditching in the North Atlantic. The account of several desperate days in a
dinghy, and a miraculous rescue by a
lone merchant ship is told b the same
dispassionate style/that he employs
throughout.

The nearest approach to “tumult” is
the controversy that prevailed throughout the war between those who put their
faith mainly in a big-gun navy and
those who s&v naval air as a major
weapons-carrying medium for the
fleet. Britain badcommitted substanlisl
funds for carrier construction in the
1930s. but the real mle of naval aviation had still not been defined when the
wu began. The aircr&t were slow,
their range and load-carrying
capabilities limited, and there was no
effective carrier-borne fighter. The
main role of the few carriers performpd
in the early years was that of transporting land-based fighters for service in
Malta and the Middle East. Subsequent
events proved the need for flee.1 pmteclion. but only atIer such tragedies as the
loss of Repulse and Prince of Wales to
enemy air attack, something that mighi
have been averted if there had been defensive air cover. Hoare describes the
frustration of those who saw the.needs
and capabilities of naval aviation, but
who had to perform compromise roles
with compromise equipment. He was
one of those who helped develop a
night-fighter mle; he says very litlle
about it. however, perhaps because his

CANADA A TO Z
Revised Edition

unii was shore-based and hence not
uniquely maritime. I
One gets the’impression that ‘Hiare
suffered fmm a problem of identhy in
his role as a Canadian Volunteer Reserve Observer in the Royal Navy Fleet
Air Arm. He gloried in the pre-war
splendour of the formal R o d n e y
wordmom when he served aboard, but
rarely could fly in. the catapultlaunched Walrus that was the reajon for
his being there. He mentions5he “feeling of family” among Fleet Air Arm
personnel and the fact that “they were
glad to be in the navy, but gladder still
to be flying in.the navy.:’ Asan innovative group within the most tmditional of
services idemity must have been a saious problem indeed.
This book is both a narrative of one
man’s wartime career, and alsb a critical description of’ a controvqsial
(branch of,the service. The author intends it to be a serious work built
around his own experiences and associations. It will be of greatesl interesl lo
wartime aviation buffs, but useful for
historians as well. Others may find it
tedious, particularly the su~stontial
portion devoted to training forHoare’s
ultimate role as an air observer. 0
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Cover to Cover, by Michael Snow,
The Press of the Nova Scotia College
of Art and Design (5163 Duke Street,
Halifax), 332 pages, $20 cloth (ISBN
o-919616-054) and $12.50 9a9er
(ISBN o-919616-06-2). .

By WALTER KLEPAC

cowr 10 cover is
easily ,one of the most absorbing, sophisticated, and essential photographic
art books produced in Canada to date.
While the book basically consolidates
and refines the radical formal developments and the thematic preoccupations
of Snow’s previous work, it does present an innovative point of departure.
for the Canadian rut book in general.
Snow depruts from’ the traditional
conventions of the genre by adopting
what is essentially a cinematic approach derived from his own seminal,
internationally acclaimqd contribution
to the avant-garde cinema. That is, he
Y,CH*EL SNOW’S

.

\

1.
Robert S. Kane
A comprehensive, thoroughly updated ggide to
Canada by veteran globetrotter and travel writer
.
.
Bob Kane.
“A book that every Canada-lover should buy and
read.” The Ottawa Citizen.
June, $9.95, $4.50

ULTIMATE NORTH

Robert Douglas Mead
Naturalist Robert Douglas Mead- in a canoe with
his eldest son - traces the route of Alexander
M&Kenzie’s 1700-mile search for the Northwest
Passage. The author’s rich and human account
describes a timeless challenge of confronting nalure at its wildest and most exciting. May, $11.50

d DOUBLEDRY .Canacia Limited

.i
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arranges the phbtographic images in
Cow ru Cow in a way that recreates
in book format both film’s unrelenting
forward movement through real time
and its illusion of constantly being in
the present tease.
Ue recreates the uniform sequential
flow so characteristic of film by a simple yet resourceful adaptation of a basic
feature exclusive IO the book form namely the principle of recta-versa,
which in the present case refers to both
the two sides of a single page and to the
right and left sides of following pages.
Snow makes exhaustive use of both aspects. The very fact that we ark shown
opposite views (sides) of the same object on either side of a single page
seems to imply that we are being offered a tlat, black-and-white surrogate
for the formerly solid, threedimensional o&al.
As for the facing pages. it turns oul
that we read them more or less together,
as they lie. so that we see opposite
views of the same object or event,
which are in reality moments apart in
time. almost simultaneously. This depiction of even the most commonplace
sort of action (such as Snow opening
the door of his studio or placing a record on a turntable) shown first from

one side and then, seconds later, ‘fr&i~
the opposite side, both juxtaposed on
facing pages, makes us almost “feel”
the movement of a body through space.
There is something sculptural, aomething intangibly sensuous about it, as if
we were being presented with a IWOdimensional “objectified!’ correlative
for the sensation of actual lived experience. Old Muybridge and Duchamp
seem b&ted 81 lasl.
This conslant play back and forlh
between the facing pages also tends to
lull the reader hypnotically into the distinctive mood, protracted sense of
time, and narrow perceptual range of
each individual sequence in the book.
The overall impression created by each
of the seouences is somewhat akin IO
seeming to-$s before us 6f their own
volition:
Bit by bit, Snow steadily undermines
our habitual assumotion of the
photograph’s status as “unprejudiced”
factual description by exposing the inherent “natural lies” of thecamera: thq
inevitable tlatte@g out of its images;
its framing off of discrete sections. of
the scene being photographed; and its
static, fixed point of view. In the end,
however, it is the implicit analogy be-

Tens of thousands have found inspiration, comfort and
new hope in the writlngs of Jean Vanier. There are 150,000
copies in print in Canada alone.
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lween the camera and the eye - both
instruments of observation and perception - that gives Cover to Cover its
larger philosophic dimensions. The
stark, “dumb,” empty look of most of
Snow’s photographic images may be,
when one thinks of it, an accurate representatidn of the retinal imprc.ss.ions of
the eye before they have\ bebn
processed by the mind. The images
remind us that even the most elementary kind of _ bservation (a close-up
of the back ofa man’s shirt or the side
of a passing car) takes on an’abstract
and unfamiliar appcartmce in isolation
and requires a host of information about
the sontext of the image and about
viewing conditions for us to understand-that is. see - it a1 all.
. The overall framework for these perceptual, time-motion studies that make
up the iwious sequences of Cover to.
Cowr .is the simple story of how the
book was made. However..at the same
time as he relates this obsessively detailed history of events, Snow also
makes us awxc, ihmugh the use-of
unexpected sight gags, of the book itself as a palpable, physical object and
&its images as photographs. One ofhis
most frequent ploys is to have an image
of an incident become, by the very next
page, a photograph of that image. Because of such abrupt and, al first; barely
detectable transitions, the reader often
finds himself suddenly in the middle of
a new sequence before he knows
what has happened. In one seqhence a
photograph is progressively rolal&l in a
circular motion so that in fo!lowing it
we end up turning the entire book upside down. By interkpersing such ironic
devices throughout the book, Snow
brings into play several distinct levels
of consciousness at oacc. While these
levels exist anytime we read or look at
cmy book, especially when our mind
wanders, Snow has deliberately built
them all into the structure and substance of his extraordinary little book.

.

IN BIUEF

GENERAL animadversion on gift
books notwithstanding (“On Books As
Things,” December issue), it has IO be
admitted that once in a while a book
from within that numbing genre, while
il begins with coffee-table qualities workaday lavishness. the world in
a Kodachrome nutshell. and a randomly swatted-up’text - nevertheless
hauls itself up by its own biking
boots into soniething better. So it is
MY

. .

with Superior: The Hal&d Shore

ISBN
O-7715-9310-11. Exoansivelv desiened
$ Vernon Mould al;d Do&y M&d.
wth colour pholographs by Bruce Lit- ,
Ieljohn and en intelligent, well-written
text by Wnyland Drew, the book guides
the reader from Saub Sle. Marie along
the North Shore IO Grand Porlage.,
stopping in 12 chapters IO discuss
beauty, history, myth, fauna, flora,
local anecdotage, and even (ndrabile
(Gage, 176 pages, $35.00,

dicttd) meaning. dlew’s 11% is a great

pleasure. In what other photo gift book
can you find chapters decorated with
preliminaries from E. ht. Cioran’s The
Fall Into Time, Agee’s Famous Men,
and John Fwies’ The A&s? The

authors’ introduction proclaims two
themes for the bool;: the “co-existence

content to leave ihe-difference as ii
stands, feeling lhal it is appropriate 10
out of which it grew.” A giR,baok w_hh
ideas. And writlen in prose.,
OAR* MICH*EL DI\“&T

IN 1932, most ofcanada’s unemployed
young men mde the mils across the
country in a futile quest for work. Not
A. L. Kenas. Choosing fo tum.his back
on both the Depression and civilization, he heeded into the virgin north
country of Saskatchewan to try his hand
a1 trapping. Ig 1970, he published a
memoir of his’ experiences. North to
Cree Lake has recently been reissued
in paperback; (Rperlacks, 256 pages,
$1.95, ISBN O-7737-7123-9). This re-

issue neatly coincides with the publicalion ofKarms’ sequel volume, Face the
North. Wind @urns & Mac&&em,
pages, ! $4.95,
ISBN
of endurance.” The photographs, they.-’ I91
0-88768-064-X). The first book deals
say, atlest to Ihe uauual beauty ot Ihe
shore (and though, as photographs, with Karras’ p&sons1 apprenticeship to
the skills of trapping and wilderness
they are of the. illuarative, highmimetic variety, they do), while. the survival; the ‘second rectiunts ihe experiences and yams of his fellow trap
theme of the texl is “human transience.” Lifteljohn and Drew. ask lhal pets. The books have a methodical and
any necessary synlhesis of the two understated style that becomes au apoccur in the reader’s mind: “We are pmpriate commenl on the commonof power and fragilhy”; and the
“insignificance of the human record”
set egainst “lhree billion somber years

sense approach rhese trappers took IOward the problems of coping with the
winter wilderness. From this understatement, :moreover, emerges a
genuine impression of Karmas’ deep
love for the. north country and the
trapper’s way of life. Kerras provides a
fascinating coumerpoint to the image of
the Depression presented in, say, Ten
Lost Years. He also se$ down for posterhy a unique and largely forgotten way
of life. The- books make abundantly
clear lhet some people who wenl into
the wilderness and confmnred the basic
issues 6f survival, thoroughly enjoyed ’
the experiedce, grew from it, and were
financially succassful as well. Gloomy
survivalist critics, lake note!
RON WALDIE
A M~IRICAL novel that glee&lly pillories scholars, editors, professors, and
other assorled courtiers who profess allegiance IO the “modem imagination,”
The Imperial Wheelchair (132 pages,
$3). is the first offering of Quebecbased (SW. Anne de Bellevue) Deluge
Ress. John Henry (“Hippo”) Crock,
“liar. lecher. forger, teacher and
hypocrite,” persuades his punctilious
neighbour (Columbus O’Sullivan, an
economics professor and the author of

Turk et al,:. ENVIkONMENTAL
SCIENCE
I
\
By Amos Turk, Ph.D.
The City College of the City Universityof New York,

Johnalhan Turk, Ph.D.
Naturalist,
Jan@ 1. Wives, Ph.D.
Hunter College. Cily University of New York,
and Robert Wlltes, M.D.. Ph.D.
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Medical Center. New York.
Published March 1974.563 pages, 187 ill~elrations
(9 plates in full color). $13.35. Order Code 8928-O.
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this hook) to tidy up the rough draft
EVENTS LEAD~G to Confederation in
of his proposed anthology of poems Canada have been well chronicled. The
by expatriate writers (Crock’s
better reports come alive when they
examine in depth individuals and
Crackerjacks), and prepare it for publication. Although the names of the poets communities. Other writers have less
successfolly gilded the furniture of
are disconcertingly familiar (Rene
change, the conferences and intrigue,
Souse, lrven Lazoroviski. Earl Bowerand called it “grand” or “exciting.”
ing, etc.) the main thrust of the satire is
aimed at the academic community. not Michael Bliss’s Confedcmrion (Grolier
Educational ,Associates, Toronto, 66
.at the poets themselves. Tile Imperial
pages, $4.95) falls somewhere in beWheelchair (an amalgam of The Imtween. Detail, colour, persofiality are
perial Theme and The Wheel ofFire?)
not stressed here, tho.ogh we are several
comes complete with an intmduction,
footnotes, classy little epigraphs (by times smirkingly informed that John
everyone fmm Shakespmre to $imon Maedonald liked his drink, or that
and Garfonkel), and a note “for the Joseph Howe rushed to London “like a
scholar” explaining that Wheelchoir is jilted lover” to thwart the union.
*‘a masterpiece of juvenile obscurity
Rather Dr. Bliss has fashioned a con. . . cunningly &signed . . . to provide cise account of the kauses, setbacks,
subject matter for six thousand and eventual successes of Confederatheses.” While the novel occasionally tion. Juvenile readers (Grade I and up),
falters under the weight of its narrator’s for whom the hook is intended, may
clumsy style and smug mediocrity, it discover in our nation’s birth all the
dash and verve of a ham sandwich.
is, on the whole, a cleverly conceived,
thoroughly enjoyable, first publication perhaps they will wonder if Confederation was mom than middle-aged burgof a new press..
hers foxtrotting in gumboots. Canadian
history need not be “dull,” but even as
the
French Revolution can be rendered
THE BUJRB ON the dust-jacket makes it
pedantic
by a scholarly format, so do
worth the reviewer’s looking at Wilfred
B. Martin’s The Negotiated Order Of whit% from. the classroom stiffen this
survey. The author has lost something
rhe School (Macmillan, 191 pagev.
in his attempt to be not only light and
$12.95). It claims this technical sociobrief, but also accurate. Nevertheless,
logical study will be of impMance to
sociologists of education and helpful to <onfederation is catifully written,
readable, and complemented by maps
teachers themselves. And, surknd illustrations; it will he widely used
prisingly, Martin does almost succeed.
If a teacher is not discowaged by the as a text. A thoughtful p&is of Me&s.
theoretical parts (which are fairly Morton, Waite, Creighton, et al., it .
clearly explained) or by Martin’s dry may he the best short treatment of the
union of the provinces yet to appear. As
style, he will find much useful inforao introduction to the sort and style of
mation. The book is a study ofthe various kinds of negotiations that teachers Canadian historical writing .encomttered in schools and universities, Bliss
have with each other and with students.
will serve admirably. There is even the
As one reads, one is amazed how many
of them seem familiar, and realizes ypectre of NatioFal Identity, roused and
how important (and inescapable) the again abroad in the last chapter, to lay
bargaining process is to the day-to-day seeds for future essays fmm Sea to Sea.
life of the teacher. In setting up or applying any rule or teaching plan, about
, .
going to the washroom, a class project
or using the gymnasium, the teacher is *N uNuw.4~ variety of poems, illusforced to bargain with students or other
trations and essays by g&Is from all
teachers. Martin further shows that
acrass Canada is attractively presented
these negotiations are much the same in in Gills Will Be Women I Femmes de
open- and closed-plan schools. refuting Demnin (All About Us/ Now Autres,
the common belief that the architecture 73 pages, $2). Although the book was
determines a school’s social intercompiled as a salute to International
actions. Accordingly, it becomes clear Women’s Year. it is not often overtly
that teachers need to understand
feminist in character. The ideas tend to
negotiation. Mind you: it would be bit‘xpress concern with so&l problems
ter to use Martin’s study as a foundation
and the human experiences of those
for appropriate courses of teacherwho are six to 18 years of age. The 12
illustrations reveal young womeh
training than to hand such a technical
whose style ranges from the primitive to
book IO a fledgling teacher.
H. A. BASSFORD
the surreal. My only quarrel is with the

editor, Betty Nickerson, who seemed
determined to make the book as democratic as possible. The contributions am
thoroughly mixed and one is iometimes
confronted with a poem by a six-yearold juxtaposed against the’more highly
developed skills of a much older
counterpart. The decision to include
pvo members of the opposite sex is
equally well-intentioned. but the deliberate pro-feminist nature of these particular seletxions. toget!ter with th&
editor’s tokenism, is demeaning. This
does nothing to enhance the integrity of
a book that should, and could; stand on
its own.
CAttOt. SPaAY

r;

NOTES&
COMMENTS

WHEN THE WINNERS

ot’the 1975 Govemor General’s Awards for Englishlanguage literature were announced a
month ago, we were astonished and
disturbed. Our reactions haven’t
changed much since. We were astooished in a positive way by the award for
poetry, which Milton Acorn richly de- *
served. Our critic, Len Gasparini. had
this to say of Acorn in his review of The
Island Means Minago: “If he’s not the
best poei in this country right now, I’11 .
break my typewriter.” Somehow, we
just didn’t expect the GeeGee jbdges to
agree with.Gasparini.
We were astonished in a negative
way by the award ‘for non-fiction.

‘

H&wed Walls: Church Archit&re
of Upper Canada by Marion MacRea

and Anthony Adamson was, at best, a
professional effort on a recondite subject. It was overshadowed by a number
6fother works, particularly in the fields
of history, biography, and the social
sciences, that spoke more eloquently
about who we were and are.
We were disturbed ratheithan astonished by the award for fiction. To assert
tliat Brian Moore’s The Great Victorian Cdllection was the best novel
published in Canada last year is merely
to invite debate. It was a good novel;
but as oui April cover indicated, we
think there were at least a dozen other
novels that could give it a good run for
its literary money.
However, to asseri that Ivioore’s
book was the best Canadian novel published last year (a subtle distinction that
the GeeGee judges in their multinational cultural wisdom probably
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Margaret Atwood
l Pierre Bertoh
l Donald Creighton
l Edith Fowke
l Barbara hum
l James Houston
l Naim Kattan
@Andre L a n g e v i n
0 Margaret Laurence
l Brian Moore
0 Farley Mowat
l Thomas H. Raddall
l Richard Rohmer
l Gabrielle Roy
‘0 Walter Stewart
0 Scott Young
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and many, many more
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don’t nppreciare) is to invite ridicule.
Both Moore and The Great Victorian
Colkction are remote from contemporary Canadian life. In making the,award.
the judges chose to ignore the main
thrust of CanLit in the past 10 exciting
years. Next year. no doubt,, they will
give it to Saul Bellow.
*

c
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ON THE ortn’hand, the City of.To-
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Two ‘Meets. the Hooded -kbng (June
issue). And lack McClelland wins the,
CBC plaque as Poblisherofthe Year. In
other words. a clean sweep for M&S.

LETTERS TO
‘THE ERiTOR

mnto Book Awards judges are to be
congratulated on their 1975 selections.
The $3,000 prize was shared between
Immigranrs by Robert Harney a n d
Harold Tmper, reviewed in OUT February, 1976. issue, and Hugh. Hood’s
The Swing in the Garden (December
issue). They were excellent choices,
picked from a strong short-list of cootenders.
Nor can we fault the judges for the
awards administered by the Canadian
Booksellers Association. The Gmers
will be announced at the C!BA convention in Vancouver this month. We learn
that the $500 prize for the Book of the
Year goes to Peter C. Newman’s The
Canadian Establisiunent (December
issue). Mordecai Richler takes the $200
Ruth Schwartz Foundation Award for
children’s literature with Jamb Two-

Herbivom lunchins on I+$&.
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Warmly md humorously yours.

realty?

Linda Rogers
Chemdinus. B . C .

Marg.Yc.0
London. Ont.
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WHO are the 1975 Canadian champions in sky d&g,
wristwreslllng, ball hockey, Judo?
WHAT are lhe terms of the Indian irealles?
HOW many ‘foreion language newspapers are published in
Canada?
WHElil are Ihe four eclipses in 1976 (2 of the sun and 2 Of the
moon)?
WHERE ate the Canadian:.Forces Bases and Base Detaohmenta located across Canada?
------

925.95

The answers lo these questions, plus lnfomi@lon on hundreds
of other Canadian subjects, are in:

plus Onlsrio Sales Tax

The Corpris. Almgnac 08 Canada

.

The most uptodate. useful rsfers~ce book on Canada available anywhere. Contains informatlon about Canada’s People,
govemments, aslronomy, uniwaitles, colleges. Ilbmrlss. Iabow, business. law, compatiliw sports, financial struclure,
mllgion,, newspapers. magazines, associations and societies, forms of address . . and much, Tuch more. 992 pages.
Published annually in January.
The 1976 edition Is avanable now from&r fawurita booksslIer or add 05C poslage 8 handling and Order direbtly tmm:
@oipus Publishers
.
6 hescent Road, Toronto. Ont. M4W 1Tl

YES AND NO

sir:
Gordon Donaldson giver an amusing summary
of one of his recen, works in Ihe April issue of
B&s in Canada. Is hii Y spoof 0, hm such P
vwrk been @wed?
Mr. D. Lindsay
Glebe Collegiar Institulc
osawa. On,.

.POINT TAKEN
sir:
I xad with imeres, PS’s review of John C. (or
was i, John A. 01 John D.) Macdonald’s Just
h%w finrin’. 0, FBI it J&J On Dmcin’? Or
~&in, on rh Roof7 The &ew appeared in
,hc March issue. I think. The lille has slipped my
m i n d a, ,he momen, but lhs, doern’, ma,Ler.
Wha, imens,s me is the rrviewer’s reference u)
Richard Faina’s So FarDown II Seems Like Up
m Me. I ,hom@hly enjoyed Farina’s firs, novel
Ba,, Dmm So Long I, Looks Like Up TO hfe
;md ~asn’, even awxe he’d willen a sequ I.
~,rti rsk ‘PS whe,e 1 can buy a’copy and 9 II
him I’m lookimg forward n his review of Farley
klowm’s A Dad Whale.
Dave Hulch~o”
Sudbwy. On,.

TOO “POPULAR”
\
sir:
My subjec, is Ihe drawing

Such soaIled Canzdian lilnalwe degrader us
all and makes ligh, of personally impor,an, ma,,en. Even ,be Eskimo appenn 10 hove lol his
... piwcy and diinily comple,ely a, ,k hands of
such illus,m,ors. wrkers. and reviewen.
The uachefs a, our rchool’who have received
B&S in Cm& have eXpreswd strong objet,idn 10 *hi ilkiswa,ion Is well as Lo ,k
fauwxable wiewing of a book ,ha, would in.
elude such obscenity benveen ill cwers. As
media din,. I have bxn requesled UI COnVeY
tii feelinp 10 you as well.
Elizaklh DokIm,
M e d i a Diiclor
t&h&c Cemml Hieh school
Lmhbri&e, AIU.

PORNOGRAPHiC PUKE
Sir:
1 wish m p-l ,he ust of the piclwe or lini
drawing you primed on pngcs 18-19 of the April
edi,ion of Books in Canada. Of all Ihe pielures
in ,k bmk you had loselec, ,hn, one which is
wdly pictorial garbage.. I, does nolhing hu, deyde Ihe life of ,k Eskimo and wrrup, Ihe
minds of mdinary people. Am YOU sick? HOW
did you ge, public money Lo pdn, lhis L;ind Of
paognphii puke7
Louis Burke
I
Read. English Depanmen,
\
CalhoSe Ccnlral Hiih School
Lethbddgc, Alla.

on &mge IS of ,he
April issue of Books in Canndu.
Ai a teacher and P paren,. I find lhii drawing’
objbjcctionable and unmcessrry in thii ,ype Of
public&n. I usually place your lmokk, on my
desk beside olker maurials which xe of inwest
,o my sadems. This panic&r copy will no, be
found 0” my d&.
This ,ype of journalism sinks ,a ,he level of,
,hc “popular” male magazines which oly on
wxuzd imagery for sales. and if lhis is 10 ix r
wend in you, pmmolimal p+ac,ices. I WIakdY
will no, ure your publimion as a r6ference for
purchasing books fo, my depanmcn,.

ATTENTION GRABBER

Sir:
I.mn writing ,o object in ,he simngesi,e,mr pmrihlc 10 your piming of ,he d wing whiih,appm on pages IS-19 of the A.
pnl. 1976, issue
of B& in Canada I eannol believe lha, the
seleedon of thii one of all parsihle pic,ures fmm
rhe book serves your fun&m of revieru or ,he
bes, inlereas of the Eskimo people. The incidm,
of ru;lwl imevxuse depievd in ,k picture does
no, in any way shock m dislnss me. on Ihe
eonmry. it seems ,o me an enlirsly nMu,al. even
pleasurable. even,. 1, is your use of ,he picture in
Donald Eddie . your journal Ba, $ohjs, IO: I judge Ba, YOU
Saugeen Dislric, Hih School
have ued i, only 10 P,,GX, n,,cmion.
Pm, Elgin. On,.
S. W. Snwicki
Rincipal
Calholic Cemral I$ih Scbnol
Lethbdige. AlIn.

NOT PLAYBOY
sir:
I received a free copy of your April

Books in
Cmada from il local books,ore in Duncan. B.C.
I airh w express my dirgus, with your illur
,m,ion on ,he nnlrsfold on the book Tukto~~
U!Z,U~ 1.3. If I had found ,ha, illus,m,ion in
Phz~&oy OT my publiealion of ,ha, lyp lba, 1 had
picked up for a price, 1 would have expected this
sort of ,hiy. bu, nn 41 a booklet included in a
pxkage of mhe, pu~hases. I, could have been
wi,h children’s books.
I ,hink Lis Was in very bad ,as,e 0” ,he pan Of
,he publishers.

DEFECATING HARPIES?
Sir:

ihave been following wi,h some imeres,. and a
zaod deal. of bnrmr, ,he vi&us exchanges of
abuse and opinion helween your reviewers nnd
rome authors d readers (January, Febiuary.
Mmch).
B
L I lhiik same of yam ,eviewe,s arc missilig ,hc
whole point of a book review.
The review should .evalua,e the book horn
,he point of view of the segmtn, of the rezding
publie !o whiih ,he bmk is direelcd. and judge
whaler i, is il good read. a fai, value. 01 no,.
The book should no, k examined fmm Ihe
heiihtiof an academic ivory ,ower. unless i, is II
book directed a, the said ivory ,ower.
Some. mm~y reviewen mbuse Ihe book review ?_%a pkuform. upon whiih ,hey lhemrelvcs
pzfom,. demonnmdng ,heir own elcven~ss.
wi,. erudition. and abili,y 10 be cruel. deslruclive and ibrcaslic. !
May we lint have, fd example. poe,s wiling
porms for ,he sheer low of crea,ing. (they don’,

Mrs. Elimbe,h Dauicr
Thetis lslqnd. B.C.

DEGRADING US ALL
Sk:
Pcrmi, me ,o wmmen, on your book wiew of
T,,k,q,ak,,,k 2 - J (April). If Ihe illuslmlion
shown in ,he amerfold is typical of ,he illusUalions in this book. lhen surely ,he book w.viewer
hs evaded a vkal aspec, of ,k book. namdy
,ha, i, is pornographic and sxploils one of ,he
ma, peram and privale of human aclivilies.

I

TWO
MARIE CALUMET by Rodolphe
Girard. mnslaud by Itie Cude.
A ~umoumus classic. firs, ~blished
in 1904. i,s rppeamnce caused B scandal whiih forced Radolphc Gikard 10
seek refuge in Ouaaa. He published
otbn n~vzIs, collec,ions o f shor,
smries and o,her wiling5 as well 0s
works for ,he ,hcarr, both kforc and
rdlcr 1904. bu, many in aulhorily
new fmgavc him for wiling Marie
C&mer and rcmaine8 hmdle 10 hii
work.
THE BRAWL by Gerard Besseue.
,mnr,med by Marc Lekl and Ronald
Smhuland.
This novel ioreshrdowed Ihe major
,hemes and pmb,ems whiih w,e Lo
preoccupy Quebec sociely and
Quebec wrkcrs fmm ,k sixlies onwards. I, is alma, uncannily pmphe,ic wkh regard u) labour problems.
religion. educadon and sex. making it
perhaps more meaningful laday ,hm
it w.u &en i, appeawd eighleen yexs~
wo.
by Ronald Sutherland
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make any money) and publishing their work 10
be read. for thcee who love reading?
htesl FC have these criticad vuhued crouching
in ,he ,wes. these academic harp& defecadng
over ,he bmqeel mbies. Ihere lilerary vivisec,ionis,e wailing ,c war every new bock 10 bits. IO
dbec, i, and expose 6x flaws. real or imaginuy? Fbwr. like ,he poor. we sh:haii niwnys have
Ah UI.
Men ,he life of a wile, be P ccndeual battle.
no, wi,h ,he readiq pubiii. but wilb paid crilicai
pcen shore ambition seems UI be 10 eievale
,bemaeiver. by piling nhers down? Crkicism.
if we mull hwz il. should be mnslrucli~~ no,
dcnruaire.
I read Books in Canada to find oe, whal
Crmadians are wiling. and u) receive n&e of
books I may wish u1 read. I am gelling Loo many
negalive ribradons.

UNDEFUNCT PRESS
sic
‘%
\\‘e PI General Peblishine’read wi,h inlets, ,he

Lug&ii, The Guide ro Family Law by Malcolm
Km&y. and Lmvina Home by David French.
As well. we ens&d ,he,-a number of new
,i,ies. whiih seemed in danger of dying cm ,he
vine. were published. Some examples we Prfso”
0fGm.v~ by Howard ?dams. Wadbwkis by R&r,
Krwsch. Offhe Fic/dr, &II+ by Davtd French.
ad About Schwls: Mm Ewy Cmmd;fn FarmrShoufdA’nmv by Robe,, Stllmp..
We em in the midst of an exciting period af
growth nnd developmen, for New FYess. The
Spring 1976 season is highiighwd by ,he release
ofOneCmckOur by David Frsncj~ anewcdi,icn
o f Beglnnin.w: A Mudpeg Childhood b y
Dcmlhy Livesay. and The Canada Day Book by
Ibe mu,er of Canadian lilenlure wdies. Jim
Foley. Our Fail 1976 Its, will addRmhershcen 10
the New Press ii%
New Pmssdefunc,? Nansense.
Marion E. Reycheba
Managing Edkcr
General Publishing
, Tomntc
I

Piurewhiihappeared in ,beJanua!‘y, 1976. issue
of Books in Cmmdc. I” ,he cane of his ie”g,hy
le”u. Mr. Krima” made referexe 10 the *%w
defunn New Press.”
‘whir came as quite a surprise IO u. since we
have expended a grea deal of effc” during ,be
pas, IWO yea,* lowud.,he revhalizing of New
P~ss;mdfeei,hacercffc,,s we beingrewmded.
Since rqukiy New RTss in Augw,, 1915.
Genemi Publishing bar reprimed and re-issued
some Aid ,i,les fmm Ihe New Firers backlirL
Some sxampks ere weme” in CO”a+ b y
Marylee Stcpheman.. AbDnion in Cana& by
Eleanor Peirine. The Only Goad Indian by Vfau-

thirty-sewn years EXposition Press published bock
For cvcr

manuscripts equal to trade
standards in c” avcragc ct
three m o n t h s - a thlrci t h e
usual time. Our speclai imExposition-University
P,i”tS,
Banner (trade).
(scholarly),
Lochinvar (Americana). Testam e n t (reiiglcus), crc roseNed
for deserving wcrkc in their
ssparatc iicids. W e otfer a
ccmpie,e pubiishi”g service in-.
ciuding editorial supe~lsion.
a dynamic advertising, ,iwketlng and promotional pmgram and trade distributic”.
Inquitter arc Ifwiled; edilqriai
rcpcrtc furnished without obiigaticp.

RESULTS OF CANWIT NO. 10
OUR w*Eo-METAwux competition, ta
quote an entry submitted by Edward
Dahl of Ott&a, “opened rhe door to a
whole can’ of worms, so to speak:”
Dahl found lhat gem in the netipaper;
it was attributed to nn RCMP corporal
discussing the merits of fingerprinting.
There were several other entries citing
actbal quotes. For instance F. J.
Fletcher, review editor ofthe Canadian
Jownal of Political Science, recently

found his.pencil hovering over this line i
tirn a contributar: “As it stands, this
book falls between two stools.” And
the award for the thorniest mixed
metaphor goes IO Wendy Feldman of
Sr. Catharines, Ont., who found ‘this
comment on the Military Service$ Acl
of 1917 irrthe Rowe11 Papers: “Farmers have been toyed with, advised, and
1
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hood-w&d so often rhat the worm
will turn some time and this new law is
ihe last straw on the camel’s back.”
The firsl prize OT $23 goes to John
McCsllum of Kitchener. Ont.. for
these all-too-probable inventions:
0 He may be down for the cc,,“, cow, but dcn’l
fcrgec it’s aiwnys darken kfcre lte dawn.
0 h’s I rral plum of a businar. and Joe hero is.
he lop banma.
0 NC use crying over spill milk. R’s ail w&r
uwJe, ,he bridge now anyways.
0 We me ships paesing in the niglit. seldom
maing c” ,he mad of life.
0 Vou’rr slating un prelly ,hin ice now. my
boy. Keep on like lhis and you’ll scan find
yourself in ho, waler.
0 Although ,hc government was swamped by
a” nnianche of slinging inwaive. what
lhrealened ,c be a” a11 c c , mnflagm6cn
p-wed in ,he end 10 bs I) “we ,empes, in e
lee-pm.
0 b’s Le catas meow. you kmxv. 1 go, it fmm
,be ho&s mouth.

Hono;rable mentions:.
oN0Z AOA~N our old friends al McCiarkan & Newspider. the all-Canadian national publisher, are in B quandary. The
firm would like to hold a promotional
party lo launch Resunjking in,Samia.
the brilliant first novel by Joyce Castor.
Unfortunately, however, them is an
acute embarrassment of funds. How
would,readers word an invitation to ensure that the fewest possible guesrs sctmdly bother IO come? The winner will
receive $25. Address entries to: ConWit No. 12, Books in Canada. 366
Adelaide Street Earn, Toronto M5A
1N4. Thedeodlineis Jime30. (Incidentally, readers are also invited to contribulb suggestions fpr future CanWit
contests. We will pay 525 for every
suggestion used.)

PUBLISH YOUR

FREE: Two f a c t - i i t i e d brcchores containing a datciied
description cd cur pubiishlng
plan and pmccnting a breakdown of cantract terms end
typIcal cost%

.-.---. ~---

0 Fe&s no smoke withou, baling abom ,he
bush. .
0 ;~~s.ccmpcy. ‘,h,ee makes s,,an~q bed0 Boiling & slnble door afwr the chtckens
have mm hcine 10 mea.
0 All work and no play makes Jack s good Y
his maner.
--David W. Sned+x~. Gueiph. On,.
._*

l

0 The smxvbal, cl knowtedge smmpr ,e,en,iessly on.
0 Life is a lebyrimh df conlesion 10 you’d beirer ieam ,c sink c, swim.
0 His 6uy ,empr cas, a chili on Le pa”y.
0 If you sme1i.a m,. nip him in ,he bud.
-Kei,h Gabian
Dclterd des Ormeaux. Que.
. l
l
0 A” old cake” bucket of bobs horn the blue. \’
0 An iii wind ,ha, “eve, maker hay.
-Joan McGmL. Tcmnu,
.

*

l

0’ Half a loaf is belle, lhan MW having loafed
a, nil.
0 The grass is always gree”er on Ihe olher side,
so pu, ,ha, in yclu pip and smoke it.
-Bruce Bailey. Momreel
*

l

l

!I Ou, of Le frying p” inlc Lc mire.
0 Any more while elephams will jesl be king
on the c&e.
-Judy Hws,. ‘fcrc”,c
l

**

\

0 His wild 01,s came home u) mcs,.
-Herher Me&all. Monlreal

. l *
0 Taking LO hi”, is like baling your head
a@ns, a dead hone.
-Chuck Davis. Vanecow

I’
n
4

me Road to
C. Howard Shillington
The universal medkare prcgram establlshedby lhefederalgovernmentin 1968
can be regarded 8s the end product of B
long series cl developments which took
place in Canada over the previous fifty
years. This book traces the history of
such developments and. in partkular.
sxamlnes the thirtyyear grcwth cl the
physician-sponsored voluntary medical
care prepayment plans whose enrclment at the time of takeover covered alm@st one-third of the entire Canadian
population.
The history cl these plans provides an
excellent illustration of the long march by
the medical profession cl Canada along
the road to health insurance. beginning
with their prcblems of the depression
years. their declsicn to experiment with

arrangements under their own direction.
and finally their ccncern lcr the future
“llture of health Insurance. 8s the
spectre of a government plan hung ever
their heads. and eventuatty became B
reality.
The Road to Medlcare In Canada
deals with both the federal and the prcvincial area. a n d skilfully describes
something of the ideas. attitudes and
undertakings - by government. the
medical prclessicn. and the public st
large-which have gone intc the tadk of
underwrittny the mst of health services
for the people of Canada.
This book is the first tc provide an
overview of the mcvement tc health insurance in Canada and represents an
important contribution to stt future
documentation in this field. It should be
essential reading lcr all who are actively
involved or concerned with the provision
cl health services in Canada.
216 pages Cloth Ii .95

SkUtNNES Publications Limited
Box 6209 Stn-A o Toronto M5W lP6
&

The things they+e (blus4-J saying about B88~~~llBW
o ‘An excellent,arefullyand often wittily written, well- researched
publication, engrossing for scholar ad cdsudl reader alike .’
JOHN RICHMOND Monlreal Srar
0

“I’ve never seen dn issue that didn’t hold my interest in

severdl places .’
ROBERT FULFORD

o ‘Lively dnd
comprehensive.’
- R O Y MacSKIMMING.
Toronlo Star
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